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MAXINE AND GERTRUDE

THE NIAGARA ROLLS ON

Bronze Marker Was Placed Yesterday In Honor
Of the Famous Actresses

Being Also the Story of The Thousand Islands,
Where Millionaires Disport
,

An Associated Press despatch from
Santiago, Cuba, which appeared in
(By The Roving Reporter—Fifth Installment)
all of the daily newspapers Tuesday,
Placement of markers at all points sejiool, narrated several amusing
story of the city's industrial develop
••• would have been read hereabouts of historic or artistic significance in anecdotes of happy childhood days
—
Be yourself Ape no greatness. —
with
the
young
girl
whose
graceful
ment.
with
much
keen
interest
had
the
local
the city is the laudable aim of the
— Be willing to pass for what you
carriage and raven locks gave promise j
—• are —S. Coley.
—• angle been understood. The despatch Woman’s Educational Club. In pur
Toronto's Big Show
then of the great beauty which she
said:
suit of this self-imposed task, the
As this article is being written the
was to become.
Presumably the:
Canadian National Exhibition Is in
“Five United States subjects and birthplace of the world famous ac judge was among the earliest of her j
progress at Toronto, and it is fair to
nine British subjects, arrested by tresses. Maxine Elliott and Gertrude admirers, for even as a lad of 12 he
Elliott (Lady Forbes-Robertson) has was the principal in a would-be j
assume that our British cousins are
Cuban authorities after they fled from
been designated for posterity by a
whooping 'er up. Rev. Corwin H.
Everett F. Oreaton, executive secre a native uprising in the Bahamas, neat bronze tablet which was un Romeo and Juliet scene.
Olds tells me that this exhibition ls
Escorting
Miss
Dermot
to
her
home
tary of the Maine Development Com were acquitted in urgency court here veiled yesterday with simple and dig
the biggest municipal show in the
! from a party, he was told he must
mission. has sent out the following on charges of possessing war ma
world. Some of the attractions which
I not enter by the door but should
letter to yachtsmen;
I saw advertised are here presented:
terials.
j wend his way upward by a rose trellis
"A few weeks ago we had a meeting
U. 6. Navy Band, by special per«
One
of
the
happiest
features
of
the
at
the
side
of
the
house.
Plainly
“When the defendants landed on
in the State House of people inter
i the child was imbued with the dra
Roving Reporter articles, so far as I mission of President Roosevelt.
the Cuban coast, after a hazardous
ested in yachting. There was very
■'Empire Onward,” a stupendous
matic urge from the cradle onward.
boat trip from Oreat Inagua Island,
am personally concerned, ls the com
much interest in this meeting and it
production with 1500 performers.
J However, nothing loth, the youngster j
the Bahamas, they possessed several
ment which I hear, and especially
was decided to form an Association of
Tom Mix Circus, with Tom Mix la
I who like all boys prided himself on a
rifles, pistols, gas guns and several
that portion of It which adds en person.
Maine Yacht Clubs.
s certain climbing skill, proceeded to 1
thousand rounds of ammunition.
“Several purposes were listed and
Guy Lombardo and his famoui
lightenment to some matters which
ascend the frail ladder but a sudden j
Cubans charged them with illegal pos
mailed out. It was decided at that
dance band.
may
have
puzzled
me
a
bit
an
the
flop
into
the
rose
bed
curtained
his
session ot the arms and held them
meeting to have a second meeting to
The Royal Canadian Mounted
Romeo act and the terrified 12-year-'
in jail.
trips.
perfect the organization. The date
Police
old
took
to
his
heels
with
the
imag“The United States citizens in the
And so when there came to my
set for that meeting was Sept 9. So,
An Eskimo Village.
ined certainty that Capt. Dermot was
group were Josiah Erickson, Douglas
office the other day Mrs Harry O.
accordingly I am calling a meeting of
Display of Crown Jewels from Lonfast
on
his
trail
with
a
club.
Would
Erickson and Allan G. Mowatt, all of
all people interested in yachting in
Brocklngton of Buffalo I was given don.
the Maxine Elliott who charmed
Swampscott. Mass., Philip A. Smith
Maine to meet at the State House at
Warriors’ Day
some information which I am now
Kings in her day recall this Juvenile'
of Portland, and Charles E. Kaddy
1 o'clock p. m. daylight time.
Hollywood on Parade.
entry into the Shakespeare realm? (
passing on to thoae who have been
of Fort Worth, Texas."
"The committee on Constitution and
Sports events with world cham«
Though
trivial
at
the
time,
her
suj
The Ericksons mentioned in the
patient enough to follow 'this series.
by-laws will report."
pions
preme acting ability, like great por-;
above despatch are sons of A. Went
She told me how Scythe Tree Inn
tends, cast its shadow before.
A Brown bread Cart
worth Erickson. of Swampscott, Mass.,
came to be given that name. It im
Others who supplied reminiscences |
who has a summer estate on Magee
The
trolley
is still indispensable in
mortalizes the story of the New
of the Dermot sisters were Mrs. Re
and Butter islands. They, with a
Canada. We saw a car barn which
becca Ingraham. MLss Annie Hahn,,
Yorker, who went away to the Civil
| third son. established a salt plant in
contained many scores of cars.
the Bahamas, and were taking sup ( lassmate of Maxine Elliott, who de Miss Bertha Orbeton and Mrs. Jean
Mrs. Beatrice Haynes, 32 of Jer the direction of Chief Allen War leaving hls scythe hanging on
And what do you suppose I also
livered
address
yesterday
when
a
nette
Dunton.
Roland
T.
Patten
of
Payson,
was
also
used
without
avail.
plies thither, when mistaken for revo
the limb of a small tree. The volun saw? A brownbread cart, smacking
Rockland, was drowned yesterday
bronze
marker
was
placed
on
her
Presque Isle, secretary to Cong. Clyde
Boatswain Haynes was among
lutionists.
teer lost his life on the battlefield, of the days when the Hewetts and
Birthplace on Hall street
H. Smith, signified his pleasure at afternoon in Megunticook Lake in those who responded to the call for
Home folks are anxiously awaiting
but the tree continued to grow, with the Risings thus distributed the fa
attempt
to
rescue
Chester
being present to honor two such re- , a vain
aid, unconscious that his wif«^ was
a more detailed report of their excit
mous baked bean accompaniment.
the scythe fast In Its embrace.
nified
exercises.
On
the
unveiling
Spear,
Jr.
6,
of
Warren.
lhe
nowned daughters of Rockland.
one of the victims.
Dr. Charles
ing experiences.
We broke our fast that Saturday
committee were Miss Marguerite
drowning occurred at Young’s I B. Popplestone of Rockland and Dr.
Call On the Sheriff
morning at "The Falcon," Highland
Gould.
Miss
Bertha
Orbeton
and
Mrs.
j
ON A HEARSE
Beach in Lincolnville. The bodies H. J. Pettapiece of Camden were
The sign: "When in trouble call on Creek, but ate again in a very brief
Cora Haraden
were recovered almost immediately. summoned.
the Sheriff," was. as one might have time, for reasons you will soon see.
An unpretentious one and one-half ...
Leaving her three children safely
~
...
1
Coast Guardsmen from the RockTo the Editor of The Boston Herald:
expected, a clever advertising ruse.
I like the Ontario number plates,
Your recent editorial in The Her story building, located at 13 Hall Water Company Attorney ,and base commanded by Lieut. on the shore, Mrs. Haynes went to It exploited Sheriff's Oarage.
red and white, but we saw so many
ald, "Watching The Cars Go By" street, four houses in on the right
Succeeds Late Gov. Cobb Commander R. C. Jewell, applied the rescue of the Spear boy.
The blue boxes near Buffalo are of them that day that they became
reminds me of a recent trip through from South Main street now bears
i the prone method from 5 until 8.30 Medical Examiner, R. P. Jones receptacles for copies of the Buffalo almost monotonous. The grain fields,
—
McAlary
a
Director
I without effect. The inhalator of of Belfast pronounced death due to
Maine on which I noticed, with much the inscription—
Evening News.
which monopolize about all the terri
it's the old story* of “locking the
the Camden Eire Department, un-j accidental drowning.
interest, the advertising which the
And thus one learns. I hope that tory in this section, was well soaked
barn after the horse is stolen" all
“Birthplace of Maxine Elliott
State is getting through its registra
others will follow the example of after a night's rain. An enormous
over again. The time to see E. C.
and Gertrude Elliott (Lady Forbestion plates. I refer to the word “vaMrs. Brocklngton.
artificial apple served as a very com
MORAN A CO. about insurance is
Robertson ) Noted Actresses—Born
catlonland."
Friday, Aug. 20. with nightfall alose pelling sign for a stand which sold
BEFORE a burglary, and to some
Jessie and May Dermot—Placed
An out of State companion seeing
at hand, we continued our Journey pure apple Juice. Whitby a town of
folks that may prove to be TODAY!
by the Woman's Educational Club
the word for the first time on the
along the Northern Shores of Lake 6000 population owes some of its pros
plate at the back of a hearse said:
1937."
Ontario, passing through Burlington, perity to mushroom farms, a tan
"What do they mean by that; is
and noting a sign which said "Pig nery and a canning plant. Two
Maine a cemetery?" Of course, we
and Whistle Inn."
By a freak of circumstance, the
months of dry weather, a citizen
INSURANCE
, Cknow that it is not. but wny use the property is now also occupied by El
We stopped while I bought a melon told us.
J
COUNSELLORS u
! plate for a hearse?
freshly harvested from an Ontario
liotts (Mr. and Mrs WilliUm H. El
425 MAIN ST.-PHONE98
Those Imperial Gallons
Alice W. Dorr.
farm. Plies were very numerous and
liott) but this family is nowise re- |
Boston.
Ed. was much surprised to learn
The play-off game tetween St. before anybody tackled Thomaston ver-’ persistent, but the farmer
lated to the artists who placed that
avowed that he hadn’t seen a mos that the tank of his car would not
name in flickering lights on "The
Oeorge and Camden, which was to for the second prize of $100.
rz I Great White Way." Mrs. Addie
Rockland still has a char.ce to be quito there in seven years. His hold 12 gallons, and then he awoke.
have taken place in St. George Thurs
in the money if Camden loses today. veracity. I thought, might well com They were Imperial gallons, more
Winchenbach is the present owner
day night, was cancelled at the last
pare with that of Opedildoc, who used generous than ours—and more costly.
of the house.
moment,
because four of the Camden
Thomaston 7. Waldoboro 0
We came now to the city of Oshawa
to figure in the comic section of the
In preface to a program under the
Thomaston
made
seven
scores
in
upon
which were affixed the eyes of
players
were
unable
to
take
part.
Sunday
Globe.
~ direction of tiie club president. Mrs.
one inning at Thomaston last night
two nations when the C.1.0 made
Mary
Perry
Rich.
Lieut.
Clinton
HolPostponement
was
made
to
4
Maine Cars Scarce
AT
and that was all the scoring done in
its advent there. Oshawa with a
lings of the Salvation Army sounded
o'clock this afternoon, which, while
We
reached
Oakville and saw on population of 23,000 is the home of
the game. Waldoboro threw three
; i "Taps." following it with the trumpet
disappointing to those, who are un pitchers into the breach without avail the right a large estate, which at the General Motors of Canada, which
! I solo, "Silver Threads (Among the
State Representative Aian L. Bird able to attend Saturday games, will
Condon meantime /was holding the tracted our special attention. A Pro employs about 3000 persons. In a
Gold." and later played "America."
had two causes for congratulation have the advantage of nine full inn visitors to a pair of safeties. Robin vincial constable. John M Hunchllffe brief ride around the town we saw
Col. E. K. Gould, State Historian
commended the club on its vision and yesterday. One was his return home ings. whereas a night game can son made a remarkable catch in cen by name, explained that lt was a polo 51 manufacturing buildings of all
BEANO
enterprise, and then Informally re- after a successful recovery from an scarcely go more than seven, begin ter fleld. while young Woodcock did ground owned by Senator Cox of kinds. When the strike broke out
RUNNING EVENTS
counted the steps taken to establish appendicitis operation; the other was ning at the houi which seems neces a backhand stunt that brought the Oakville, and London. England. A the Northwest Mounted Police were
fans to Ihelr feet.
game was scheduled for the next day. sent for, but things quieted down be
authority for siting the actual birth- his election yesterday to the presi- sary for the players.
Games For Young and Old
Thomaston
.............
0
0
7
0
x
—
7
and the genial constable urged us to fore they could arrive.
One
up.
by
virtue
of
having
won
place of the distinguished sisters. Bv .
,
„ j . _ ,,
dency of the Camden & Rockland the championship of the first half. St.
Base hits. Thomaston 9. Waldoboro stay over and see lt.
We talked with Harold Atkinson, a
interviews with relatives, research at
Hater Co., succeeding the late ex- George approaches this ccntest with 1. Errors, Thomaston 2. Waldoboro
Hunchliffe regarded Oonia's Maine Provincial officer, who kindly an
the
Registry
of
Deeds
and
study
of
BASEBALL GAME, 4 P. M.
swered our questions.
an 1873 city map. Col. Gould ex Governor William T. Cobb. Mr. Bird. supreme confidence, particularly as 3. Batteries. Condon and Bucklin; car with some Interest.
"What's the matter with you fel
ADMISSION. 25c; CHILDREN 10c
pressed his satisfaction that this was “ atU’rnev
^e corporation, has the game is being played on the home French, IBenner, Oray and Freeman.
A Silent Sheet
the house which Thomas Dermot thorou«hlJr familiarized himself with grounds where it is exceedingly diffi Umpires, Dimick and "Brick" Fro- lows down in Maine!" he exclaimed
"I suppose lt was pretty exciting?"
I haven't seen half a dozen Maine
(father) bought from Edwin Smith the details of its operation, and may cult to beat St. George. Colbath will hock.
I ventured.
SPECIALTY ACTS
DANCING
DRAMA
cars all summer."
the property being then located on be counted upon for a successful and probably be Manager Simmons’ se
Mr. Atkinson laughed.
Have I told you how we traveled
•
the northern side of Pleasant street rfflr“‘n‘ administration. The name lection on the mQund.
I. O. O. F. Hall, 8 P. M.
"The day after the strike was de
of
Allan
F.
McAlary,
the
company
’
s
from
the
New
Hampshire
line
on
a
The
Camden
Herald
says:
It was sold in 1875 to John Berry'
clared,
” he said, "you could have
capable
.superintendent
was
added
to
Thursday
noon
to
the
mid-section
of
"Should
Camden
win
Saturday.
It
ADMISSION 35c: CHILDREN 15r
and 60 years ago was moved to its
fired a cannon in the Main street
Jefferson
Man
Doing
Traffic
(he
board
of
directors.
’
Vermont
on
a
Sunday
forenoon
with

will
be
necessary
to
hold
another
present location. Somewhat weather
106-106
without hitting a soul. Everybody
game between these two teams to
beaten, it is fast falling into disre
Duty At North Waldoboro out having seen another Maine car.
had vanished. It was like a morgue
There's
one
for
Mr.
Ripley.
decide
the
championship.
Should
Waterproof
truck
covers
and
spray
pair and is a sorry contrast to the
here."
Is
Killed
Near
Oakville
another
curious
hAods made to order. Gid covers Camden lose, our home team would
once attractive home.
And It was certainly peaceful
name
confronted
us
—
‘
"Die
Worn
become
second
place
winner
in
the
Col. Gould, who was a classmate of waterproofed. Awning service. Rocksecond half and It would be necesA Cunningham. 60. of Jeffer- Doorstep Inn."
enough that day. which happened to
Jessie Dermot at the Thomas McLain lani- Awning Co.. 16 Willow St.
*
sary for Camden and Thomaston to SOn’ was lnjllred fatallV laat Wednesbe Saturday It required a stretch of
A Long Way From Home
hold a play-off game to decide the ; ^;7lght'j whe_n struck
an auto
ROCKPORT, ME.
Imagination to think that only a lew
Saturday morning the speedometer weeks ago Oshawa was a powder
THREE HOLIDAY DANCES
winner of the second place prize mobile said to have been operated by
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard, Prin. Telephone Camden 463
Wendall Genthner. 18, Waldoboro of Ed's car told us we had traveled keg, and nobody sitting on the safety
of $100."
TONIGHT and SUNDAY MIDNIGHT
High School student, as he was di 722 miles since leaving home the valve—nobody except the premier of
The
sports
writer
of
the
Camden
FROLIC
SCHOOL OPENS TUESDAY, SEPT. 7
Herald seems to have forgotten -that i recting traffic at the scene of con previous Thursday morning. Inci Canada—was that the title—who
COURSES—SECRETARIAL, ACCOUNTING, STENOGRAPHIC,
Camden would be tie with Rockland struction operations on the highway dentally we were about 800 miles took such a courageous grip on the
BOB PERCIVAL and his ORCHESTRA
from home on the return route we situation.
CIVIL SERVICE
for second place in the event of losing at North Waldoboro.
LABOR DAY NIGHT
Rushed to the Memorial Hospital had chosen.
Near Oshawa we had seen a stone
today,
as
each
team
would
have
won
“BUD” ROGERS and his ORCHESTRA
We had spent the night at a tour monument erected on the site where
six and lost four. Hence thc second at Damariscotta, where lt was found
Office Now Open For Registration—8.00 A. M. to 12.30 P. M.
106-It
place tie would have to be played off that
le^ °ne arm an<l w’wral ist's home in Long Branch, a suburb had stood a log church where began
104-106
ribs were broken and he had been of Toronto, and from my chamber
(Continued on Page Eight)
injured about the head, Cunningham window I could see the moonlight
died at 3.30 Thursday morning.
playing across Lake Ontario. It was
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
State Patrolman Stanley Poland in very soothing, and I fell asleep at YOUR FAVORITE POEM
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
vestigated the accident and an peace with the world.
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
nounced he would ask a warrant on
Rain threatened as we followed the
It I had my life to live again I would
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
OFFICIAL MOTION PICTURES
made a rule to read some poetry
a charge of manslaughter.
I Eastern Standard Time)
Lake Shore drive in Toronto, but we have
and listen to some music at least once
I Cunningham leaves a wife, MVs were so lost in admiration of On a week. The loss of theee taetee la e
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
effective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive
Katherine Cunningham; a son, Lin tario's metropolis that we gave little lose of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
Read Down
j wood of Littleton, N. H.; two daugh- heed to the storm clouds.
BEFORE THE KAIN
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
j ters. Mrs. Mildred Hopkins of West
Toronto does much for the recrea We knew It would rain, for all the mom
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
brook and Miss Verna Cunningham tion of its 650.000 inhabitants. The
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
A spirit on slender ropes of mist
of Portland; and a brother, Boardman shore for several miles was lined Was lowering Its golden buckets down
Ar. 11.55 Y.00 5.35
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Into the evapory amethyst
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
Cunningham of Jefferson.
with parks, amusement resorts, hand Of marshes and swamps and dismal fens.
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Scooping the dew that lay In the
some government buildings, buildings
flowers.
11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
Lv. 8.45
$.15
J.50
Round By Round—Sunday Night 11 o’clock
Dipping
the Jewels out of the sea.
which
form
part
of
the
Canadian
Read UP
TO LET FOR SEPTEMBER
To sprinkle them over the land In
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
ALSO SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
National
(Exhibition
and
beautiful
showers.
Or balance nf season at one-half
Daily Ex- Sunday
Dally Ex- Sunday
It would rain, for the poplara
residences, most of which were play We knew
summer rate
showed
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
Furnished
Cottage
“
STOW-A-WAY"
ing
the
role
of
tourist
homes.
In
The
white
of their leaves, the amber
A.M.
P
M.
P.M.
A.M. P.M. A M.
grain
At lugraham Hill
the distance reared a 32-story build Shrunk
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
in
the
wind—and the llghtnlna
Telephone Rockland 1184-M, ask lor
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
now
5.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
ing owned by an insurance company.
Nate
Saunders
Is tangled In tremulous skeina of ralm
88-T-S-tf
Toronto's elevators tell an eloquent

TO THE YACHTSMEN

MRS. HAYNES A HEROINE

Wife Of Rockland Coast Guardsman Sacrifices
Life In Vain Attempt To Save Boy

TUF.F.

PRESIDENT BIRD

TODAY’S CRUCIAL GAME

r.c.MORANm;

Victory For St. George Means First MoneyRockland Has a Look-In For the $100

LABOR DAY CELEBRATION
ST. GEORGE BASEBALL PARK

INJURIES FATAL

BALLARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

OaklandPark
J)ancing !

SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOW SUNDAY 11 P. M.

iOniS-FABR FIGHT
PARK THEATRE

—Thomas Bailey Aldrich, ,
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the ore were easily found and recog
nized.
THREE-TIMES-A-WTEK
“History tells us that it was Fool’s
They that trust in the Lord shall Medomak Writer Shows Ef- Found By the Members of gold or iron pyrites. We now know It Cong. Smith’s Secretary, Ro- Next Thursday Night’s Show
be as Mount Zion.—Psalm 125:1.
At the Potato Bowl Will
the MacMillan Labrador to be of even far less value than
feet of Beer, Ale and Por
land Patten, Addresses the
pyrites. According to Dr. Burerger it
ter On the System
Expedition
Decide
Educational Club
is amphibolite ad pyroxenite. The
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Trappy half-sheets, fresh from The '
Schooner Gertrude L. Thebeaud, total cost of Martin Frobisher's three
Roland T. Patten of Presque Isle
expeditions was $3,000,000. The value
Courier-Gazette
press, tell the semi
Dr. Hermann Pfeiffer, professor of bearing the members of the MacMil
was one of the speakers at the meet
of the tons of mineral mined and
Will Maine Present Its Fea
monthly
convention
of the Beal; Bust
general and experimental pathology lan expedition and the fruits of the
ing of the Educational Club last night
ture Exhibits At Spring- in the University of Gratz, Austria, latest cruise left this part Thursday transported to England and locked at the home of Mrs. Minnie Miles, ers which [will foe held toy the Cres
under three great locks in Bristol
cent Athletic Club at the Potsto Bowl.
field Exposition
] has the following to say concerning morning for Boothbay Harbor. The Castle was nothing. The little rock- 32 Ocean street, Mr. Patten's sub Tillson Avenue, Thursday night. Sept.
girt island. Kadlunaru, stands there ject being "Current Legislation from 9. Bangor Bill Withee is promoter,
"
in tk<
Maine is going
to the Eastern 'I the effect of alcoholic liquors upon story’ of the cruise as told by that
in the Countess of Warwicks' Sound
,
the heart.
announcer and referee.
the
National
Viewpoint.
’
’
gallant
scientist
and
explorer.
Don

States Exposition in fine style this,
conUnual]y transport large
as a pne testimonial of the biggest
This time lie is going to stack
A native of Bangor, lived ten years
year
Extensive exniolts of our qUantities of liquids through the cir- ald B BacMillan, follows:
hoax in all Arctic history.
Ponzi Cochran up against Tommy
The expedition left Gloucester
“On our way out of the bay we in Piscataquis County, 50 years at Regan, and both boys are determined
recreational, hunting, and fishing j culatory system is a great burden
facilities will be coupled with those j to it. And since the liquors that are June 24 with 37 men, including four were fortunate in seeing both wal- Skowhegan, eight years at Presque that nobobdy shall be left in doubt
t0 who won this scxaip "Regan,
of agriculture, fishery, cannery and drank annually contain greater or coiiege professors, one collector and rus and Folir bear We were content Isle. and. since last February, has
manufactured products. These will lesser amounts of the narcotic poison,i taxidermist, one physician and sur- with pictures only. It is not and has been serving as secretary to our rep- My some of the fans who know he is i
If you neglect to get a safe
make a dazzling array in the Maine alcohol. And in the case of beer, ale geon, one representative of the U S. never been the practice on any of resentative. Congressman Clyde H about t0 flght in Boston for the welor
porter,
also
contains
bitter
prinj
Government,
one
representative
of
expeditions
to
shoot
for
the
mere
Smlth,
at
Washington.
He
has
reterweight
championship
of
New
Engbuilding for the quarter of a million
deposit box today—and a
cently come to Maine for a brief va- iand. -Cochran'' say other fans, who
persons expected to visit the Spring- ciples which exert a deleterious effect the Canadian Government, one radio love of
all
along
the
ltne
and
especially
on
operator,
and
224
college
and
prepara"
We
sallcd
North
through
Davis
cation
and
expects
to
return
to
the
it
now
about
Ponzi's
dream
punch,
field. Mass., show, the week of Sept,
thief comes tonight—you may
the kidneys there is a three fold ef- ! tory students_ a scientific school Straits to the Arctic Circle keeping nation's capitol in December to re- j now , come tiw0 sluggers—Butch
19.
, well to the eastward to avoid the sume hls secretarial duties. He was Wooster and Dave White—both ready
not need a box tomorrow.
Potatoes will be features in the feet produced. And for full measure afloat,
"Supplies consisting of food, cloth- P®^ -7e brought south in the Arctic ln the publication business with Mr j to uphold Rockland’s honor.
Agricultural Department's exhibit the drinker, almost always is a tobacco
Better see us about it before
Prelims: Casey Jones vs. Clifford
which will occupy a large section of addict, so we have another narcotic ing. school equipment, medical and current along the shores of Baffin Smith, at Skowhegan, for 13 years.
the building. Virtually a section of poison to reckon with, namely nlco- dental supplies for the three free L^ndand his principal activity has been White (C.C.C.); The jBat vs Donald
he comes to see you.
dental clinics were landed at Hope- (
every opportunity and at each newspaper work He spoke in part as Peters—and one ether bout to be
the vast spud country will be on dis-' tine.
play. There will be a potato house : “Eventually the heart becomes en- dale, Nain. and Hebreon, Labrador. ! anchorage our scientists and boys in- follows:
[ announced.
ln action with the grading, sizing, larged and undergoes degenerative
"Our Constitution, adopted in 1787.
"The expedition cruised along the1 terested in science were bU5>'- D’and brushing machines in action., changes, as do the blood vessels, and coast of Labrador, across Hudson i Potar and
botanists collected and has been tn the pifbllc eye of late by
ROCKPORT
There will be a miniature starch fac- j finally the kidneys. It leaves the J straits to Resolution Island, which is , Packed away at Ieasl 20,000 plants reason of legislation, much of which
tory and an extensive display of con- victim a wreck with no possible depicted on the maps of today as one Dr Buerger, our geologist, noticed has been attacked as unconstitutional,
Rev. and Mrs. N. F. Atwood re
tainers and merchandising methods ! chance of a ‘come back ."
island. We found it to be a group ' man>’ interesting facts pertaining to it u realty a remarkable document- turned Thursday from a two weeks' i
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN. UNION, VINALHAVEN,
WARREN
to be used in this fall's selling pro-1 A very eminent French physician. | consisting of three rather large glaciation and the so called raised much better because it came after the vacation which they spent with rel- ‘
I colonies had acquired wisdom by atives in Hollis. Mr. Atwood also
gram.
Dr. Legrain. in an article from a islands, and almost numberless small beaches.
VlVEEr HOEKAl OLPOS:\/INSURANCE CORPORATION
The Department is going to give French Medical Journal, says:
stumbling along for ten years under visited hls old home in North Car
. islands. As to the exact number no
several hundred crates of the finest I ‘’Come with me to the morgue' one knows. According to the statethe Articles of Confederation. The ver. Mass.
species of birds. John Ripley Forbes,
tubers away and hopes to get some where lies the body of the victim of ments of the three Canadian wireless
Preamble is most Impressive:
Miss Adelaide Cross of Rockland, a ;
valuable information in return. This' beer; let us examine him. We find operators stationed there at the en- collector and taxidermist, brought
“We the People of the United graduate of the New England Con
back for the Lee Museum of Biology
will be done in the cause of consumer , him edematous (dropsical) and his trance to the straits there are at least
States, in Order to form a more per servatory of Music ln 3oston. has
research. A questionaire will be I tissues are subjected to a fatty de- 200. and probably many more, visible at Bowdoin College and other muse fect Union, establish Justice, insure been elected supervisor of music in
ums 215 carefully prepared bird
passed out to be filled in to deter- j generation. Take in your hands the at mean low water.
domestic Tranquility, provide for the the local schools to succeed Mrs
skins.
Mr Peters of the Biological
•
•
•
•
mine the size packages, type of po- heart which has ceased to beat, and
common defence, promote the general Marion Hughes who resigned last
tatoes and other features desired by notice a heart that is always found in
“From Resolution we proceeded Survey through his own observation.; Welfare, and secure the Blessings of June.
consumers. For filling out the ques- beer drinkers. It has become en- westward into Frobisher Bay. discov and from his conversation with the Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity,
Miss Katherine Simonton and Mrs.
tionnaire patrons will be given a 1 larged until it is the size of an ox ered by the British explorer Martin settlers, fishermen, and Eskimos do ordain and establish this Consti
Anna
Faille returned Thursday to
brings
back
some
very
interesting
small package of spuds.
' heart. It has to do this in order to be Frobisher 361 years ago, and named
tution for the United States of
Bogata, N J., after spending the
A unique display ls being developed able to transport the flood of liquids at that time Frobisher Strait, because facts pertaining to the nesting i America.
summer at the Pascal cottage. Bal
ln the form of a turn table with that passed through it. For the of the fact that at that time it was grounds and migration of game birds.
• • • •
lard Park.
The boys going out as land-lufcfoers
many sections. In each section will drinker of beer ls never satisfied; he conjectured that it led through to
... Thenburn D&H. Anthracite
"This mention of the preamble to
have
returned
with
a
knowledge
of
Among those from here who at
be placed different products enclosed knows no moderation, he must have China and Japan and the riches of
our
constitution
is
fitting
for
therein
the sea and seamanship. They are
tended the hearing on Route 1 in
... the ideal fuel for carefree
In colored glass to amplify their nat- more and more and more. This is Cathay. Strange as it may seem this
is all the law and prophets. All our
Augusta Wednesdey were: First Se
ural color. Then there will also be why I call beer an invention of the strait, because <A the imperfect now listed as able seamen.
home comfort. Cone-Cleaning
“The Kaumajet Mountains of Lab legislation is based on these six asser lectman. Arthur K. Walker, second
a big animated display depicting the Devil.”
knowledge of navigators at that time,
tions—form, establish, insure, pro
rador
are
classed
among
the
most
im

selectman Johnson Dunbar. E Stewmakes it a cleaner fuel . . . while
life on a Maine farm in both summer
A prominent New York newspaper was placed upon the east coast of
pressive bits of scenery on the Labra vide. promote and secure—proclaimed art Orbeton, Franklin G. Priest,
and winter and various exhibits by gives the following figures taken from Greenland fcr 100 years or more. It
accurate sizing provides an even,
dor coast. The highest mountain of by the founding fathers as their pur-L
private concerns.
! the provisional survey announced by remained for America's most zealous
gpear Kplth
and
this range is known as Mt. Brave, so pose and what they believed to be the
steady burning fire . . . which
The display of Maine lighthouses the Metropolitan Life Insurance Com- Arctic explorer, Charles Francis HaU.
named by prof (Reginald Daly of high objectives of a great nation. The Crone
with the coastline in relief which was pany. “The death rate rose from 10.9 to definitely locate in 1800 the exact
legislation
to
be
here
discussed
will
Harvard University in 1900. The
supplies your home with heat
At the Baptist Church services Sun
developed by Marshall Washburn will per 1000 in 1935 to 115 in 1936. While site of Frobisher's attempt at colonimembers of the 1934 MacMillan Ex be considered as complying, or at vari day will begin with the morning worbe returned this year. This made a the birth rate has a new low mark.'' j zation in the new world,
that's easier-to-regulate. Prepare for winter . . .check
ance, with this preamble.
big hit in previous shows.
What a philanthropic work is that | “The only map of today of Fro- pedition failed because of snow covPerhaps we should keep ln mind sh,p at 11 °'cIock wlth sermon b>'
orpH cllnnprv
tn rparh ite stlrnyour fuel supply today . . . order D & H. Anthracite
The Inland Fish and Game Depart
ment will have its usual spectacular w
. . . now! Call 487.
exhibit with an actual forest scene
will be a union service at the west
with live game and fish.
! common narcotic habit forming and to the imperfect quality of his
Chicago, and Paul Haines of San the general good. In other words,
A display of seafoods, both fresh ‘ poisons, in order to swell their bank equipment, this map is crude and inRockport Church at whicn time the
Francisco. With aneroid barometer j he should be free to do as he pleases
and manufactured, will be sponsored account and to increase the death accurate. But much credit is due
i— as
-- hls activity is not against i ordinance of baptism will be adso
long
they determined its height to be 4429
by the Department of Sea and Shore rate of their .fellow citizens?
Hall for what he did. for no man
1 feet; this corrected for barometric the general wellbeing. As William ministered
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND'
Fisheries and the Maine Development
A prominent welfare journal says: has done half as much in that section
change during the climb was reduced Jennings Bryan would put it—-he' Mrs. Maude Sukeforth, who has
Commission A miniature store wil! "Liquor advertisements are written * since that time.
' to J4390 feet, in their best judgment should be restrained, only when he he6” at tbe home of Mr. and Mrs.
toc set up with the various products , with a pen dipped in alcohol.'
“Streeter Bass and John Halford,
400 feet higher than the well known lifts his hand to do a neighbor ln- °uy Overlock for three months went
"on sale."
i And yet the gullible public blindly both Bowdoin College boys, deter
Friday to Grand Valley, Col. EnBishop's Mitre. Two cairns were built jury."
-----------------j buys, smokes and drinks these nar- mined through astronomical observa
The speaker then discussed briefly route she will spend a few days with
in one of which was deposited a rec
A BUSY SENATOR
tion that many of the salient points
cotic poisons and dies.
some of the more important measure? ber daughter at Denver. Mrs. Sukeord for future expeditions.”
____________
B. M. Studley. are inaccurately placed upon our
which passed, or failed to pass, in the forth was feted on many happy ocFernald Of Waldo Is Getting Ready
Medomak, Aug. 31.
charts of today. They are inaccurate II1TruDi AVUPWT
i season of Congress Just adjourned— casions during her visit here.
For the Special Session
both as to latitude and longitude.
IiIjIVIi LU I IfUjIN
I the Wages and Hours (Black-ConMr. and Mrs. Austin Whitney and
Much vauable work remains to be
We have been making loans to worthy people in
State Senator Roy L. Fernald will
COMPENSATION
ncrj)
bU1
'
the
Pair
Prlee
dau
&hter Ann Christie cf Scranton.
done in this particular section.
VV1UI Llion 1IV1T , Tydings) bill, Flood Control, the Pa. will arrive Sunday to spend a
introduce an act into the special ses
Rockland
and vicinity for fifty years to help them
~' “We proceeded to go up the bay. many
j j Parm Program (Ever-Normal-Gran- two weeks' vacation with his parsion of the Legislature to repeal
own
their
homes.
Prices of Pickling Cucum- interesting features being noted by Emplcyes of One Hundred | aryj an(j
two minion dollar ap- ents. Mr. and Mrs. William Whitney.
Chapter 166 of the Public Laws of
bers
and
Tomatoes
Please
our
geologist
Prof.
Martin
J
Buerger
We have ample funds and can help you to build,
and Fifty Concerns Are To propriation for reindeer purchase in Miss Feme Whitney who has been
1933, under which the bureau of Ac
of the Massachusetts Institute of
counts and Control audits the excise
Rece've
the
Benefits
Alaska He also referred to the Di- their gujst since completing eight
buy
or repair a home, or to refinance the mortgage
the Housewives
Technology.
rect Primary, as discusted here in weeks' summer school course at
tax receipts on automobiles by towns,
that has been frozen so many years.
Maine's plum crop this year, the
and reports to the municipal officers
Approximately 150 employers hav Maine, and the coming special ses- Wheaton (Ill.) College will arrive
"It has always been a question as
Inquire about our Direct Reduction Loan. It can
' , heme with them.
the amount that has been collected I weekly market report of the State to whether the southern ice cap of ing less than eight employes have sion of the Maine Legislature.
by their treasurer or collector. The I Department of Agriculture said Baffin Land was continuous through- elected to give their workers the
Friendship and admiration for his
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Kennedy of
be adapted to meet almost any requirements as to
annual cost is about $23,000. Last I Thursday, “is larger than any for sevtime and size of monthly payment. Each payment
I out the length of the Mets Incognito. benefits of the unemployment com chief. Congressman Clyde H. Smith. Braintree, Mass., were recent guests
winter Senator Fernald. as a part of . eral years."
I so called by Queen Elizabeth of Eng- pensation law and are making regu was released in his closing paragraphs, of Mrs. Delora Morrill.
reduces the loan and interest. It is an ideal arrange
his economy program? advocated the ! The report said the "opportunity ] iand. pr. Kenneth Sewall of the lar contributions, officials of the as follows:
I L. True Spear, Jr., leaves '.he flrst
ment.
repeal of this law. on the grounds for selective buying of fruits and Eoston Memorial Hospital. Street- Mair.e Unemployment Compensation
• • • •
; of next week to enter Northeastern
that in no way was the audit a State vegetables was never more apparent dent Lincoln, Dr. Kenneth Sewall of Commission report.
"I am proud of my association with University, Boston, where he will
function, inasmuch as the collector 1 than this season.”
In electing to become liable these Congressman Smith. It is really a take a course in mechanical engithe Boston Memorial Hospital, Street
of the taxes was a local municipal, “Pickling cucumbers are low and er pass of Wilton. Maine, Charles employes agree to contribute for a continuation of previous experience., r.eering. Mr. Spear was one of 25
ROCKLAND, MAINE
18 SCHOOL STREET,
officer and inasmuch as the funds! green tomatoes also have taken a Edwards of Milton. Mass., and Prof. two-year period at least, and must We were in the publication business winners of scholarship funds awarded
103Stf
themselves were used entirely to carry drop, which gives the housewife a
V. C. Wynne-Edwards of McGill Uni continue to contribute until they together for 15 years. Mr. Smith has ' by the college.
on local government. Senator Fer- | chance to do her pickling at reasonversity. Montreal, ascended the gla notify the Commission of their desire been in public life continuously since ' Albert Rhodes on vacation from hls
nald was successful in having a bill able prices." the report said,
cier. the latter two reaching a height to withdraw. This notification must young manhood. During this period duties in the offlce o{ the Kncx
reported out of the Judiciary Com"The effects of the dry weather are of 2800 feet, from which point it was be received on or before Jan. 5 of he won 49 successive political con- Woolen Co ls at the Bosto„ Dispen.
mittee. of which he is chairman, easily apparent both in the quality
conclusively shown that there are any given year, following the com tests; a unique record, probably not sary for observatlon anci Treatment of
■which was unanimously in favor of a and quantity of vegetables coming on
I two ice caps of about equal sizes in pletion of the two year requirement. paralleled elsewhere in America. He the eyes
repeal of this act. The bill was killed the market. The size of tomatoes
Most of the voluntary contributors is a prince of a chap toworkwith or
~
.
..
area, each about 100 square miles.
t i.,
j
j , D. A. Whitmore
isa patient at
by a member of the Committe on j and the ears of corn are showing the
fall
in the class of sub-contractors in work for. -t.Fu
When I blunder—and I „
The highest point of the western ice
.
„
..
.
.
Knox
Hospital,
receiving
treatment
Appropriations and Financial Affairs pinching effects of lack of moisture."
93 Exchange Street
cap ls about 3500 feet. Although various types of work but there also do many times, in those new sur- preparatory to undergoing a surgical
in the closing hours of the LegisThe meat market “is steady." aca
numbers
of
small
independent
con

roundings
—
he
calms
my
shattered
there are several small discharging
Portland,
Maine
’ operation within a few days
lature.
cording to the report which also said
feelings by making me think the
glaciers at the waters of Frobisher cerns among the 150.
Established
1854
The audit of municipal accounts berries "are well past their season
By electing to come under the law misstep was to be expected and was of
Rev N F Atwood wU1 resume his
Bay. the ice cap is very evidently dy
■required by Chapter 216 of the Pub ana “only a few are now coming in.'
Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
ing and in years to come will eventu these employers indicate their desire little consequence, anyhow. He takes pulplt at the Methodlst chureh Sunlic Laws of 1937, will Include an audit
to keep thelr trained crews or staffs his Job seriously and listens, as I day a^r a ’wo weeks vacation. At
ally disappear.
18-19T<feStf
of the excise receipts collected by the
intact.
FANCY APPLE CROP
would not have the strength to do.: the morning service of worship he
“Owing to the big rise and fall of
local collectors.
to the debates and proceedings in will use os subject “Lessons in
tide, strong currents and failure of
Senator Fernald will also present The Red, White and Blue Official
the
House, often five hours in length Pra>er-' An interesting service is beEAGLE
good harbors it was not deemed ad
further economy suggestions at the j Trademark Will Mean Something
day after day. To do this he con- lng arranBed for tbe evening when
visable
to
proceed
to
the
head
of
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Porter
and
Legislature at Its special session.
serves hls strength by not accepting 1 ,he cholr from the Vinalhaven Union
A committee appointed to investi Bay as the ‘Bowdoin’ did in 1931
grandson James, of Camden are
We
invitations to social affairs no mat- Church of whlch
Mr Atwood ls
“
We
crossed
to
the
north
side
of
the
gate
the
possibilities
cf
a
trademark

guests
for
a
week
of
Mrs.
Earl
Brown.
WAS NONCOMMITTAL
Not only that, but we can show you how to obtain quick relief
a former pastor will furnish the
ter
how
intriguing
and
distinguished
from corns, callouses, bunions, Athlete’s Foot, weak or fallen
Edwin Howard Is a patient in a
ing and merchandising campaign for Bay to visit and study the Eskimos
arches and other foot troubles by means of our especial
music.
Mrs.
Blanche
Kittredge
is
the company.
feature. . . .
Gov. Earle of Pennsylvania Smiled Maine apples reported to Commis at Brewster Point A good, safe har- I Bangor hospital.
leader of the choir and Mrs. Evelyn
“
Mrs.
Smith,
the
most
efficient
sec

When Asked As To Presidency
Mr. and Mrs. Werner Henle and
sioner Washburn of the (Department bor here enabled us to explore ?eter
Dr. ScholVs Foot Comfort Service
Hall is organist. A message will be
of Agriculture, that It favored such Force Sound in our 26 foot power Fritz Henle have returned home after retary and offlce executive I have delivered by Rev. Mr. Atwood.
ever
known,
is
of
great
assistance
to
Gov. George H. Earle of Pennsyl a plan. Representing a number of I boat, the Mir-o-mac; also to visit the ]a summer's vacation on the island,
Mrs. Mabelle Crone is visiting her
vania was hailed upon his arrivel in large producers and shippers this J gold mine of Martin Frobisher, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Porter of Great her husband. There are other l“gt.London Tuesday as the probable group agreed that a campaign pat- the site of the futile attempt at col Spruce Head Island recently dis lators. notably Vice President Gamer, sistfer, Mrs. Elliott Menifield in
Democratic nominee for President in j terned after that to be used on pota- onization long before the Pilgrim played moving pictures of herd life who ar fortunate enough to have life Springfield.
432 MAIN STREET
Mail Orders Solicited
ROCKLAND, ME.
Miss E. Pearl Daggett, deputy city
1940 if President Roosevelt does not j toes and other products would be fathers sailed into Provincetown and other scenes of the islands. These partners worthy to share and quali
seek a third term. Earle, however feasible. They recommend a more Harbor.
views were taken by Mr. and Mrs. fied to assist in their public careers; , elerk of Augusta arrived Friday to
but. personality and ability consid- 1 spend the weekend and holiday with
Porter.
quickly discounted his own chances. rigid system of grading on apples that
"The site of the house, built in
"President Roosevelt undoubtedly is would comply with the regulations
Miss Marion Howard of North Ha ered, I doubt if another Congressman Mr- and Mrs. E. A Chantpney.
the greatest (American today," he set lup for users of the red. white, 1578 was easily found. Pieces of red ven has been visiting her mother. Mrs. is as greatly blessed in this regard as
YtO THE ISLANDS WAY 52.5(
our Representative from Maine's
brick, mortar, and even bits cf col Edwin Howard for a few days.
said, There is no one in the Demo- and blue official trademark.
Leave
Daily Except Sunday
Standard Time
Miss Helen Lang ls passing a vaca- Second District."
cratic Party with hls outstanding ’ The committee which consists of ored pottery were discovered by the
ROCKLAND
VINALHAVEN
NORTH HAV’EN
[The
above
was
placed
in
type
be

j
tion
here.
ability, and I would welcome a third , Luther Russel. Kents Hill; Lewis b°Vs b>’within the founda8.00 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8.30 A. M.
11.45 A. M.
12.00 M.
12.15 P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sawyer, Mr. fore last night’s Educational Club !
; Berry. Livermore; Myron Lord. Lame- tion stones There was a long stretch
term for his presidency."
3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.30 P. M.
rick; E. L. White. Bowdoinham: and where upon leaving the island the and Mrs. Clifford Sawyer. Miss Dor meeting as a faithful abstract of
About his own chances he said:
“There are 126,000.000 people ln the | W. J Ricker. Turner, will contact essayors and miners buried the tim othy Sawyer. Mr. and Mrs. Eliot How what the former Maine editor intend
SUNDAY
99-tf
9.20 A. M.
9.35 A. M.
9.50 A. M.
/
United States. I am one of them and ether growers in attempt to develop ber which they had failed to use in ard and Mr. Van Cruse are at the ed to say. An exceptionally heavy J
1.40 P. M.
1.55 P. M.
2.10 P. M.
that percentage
represents my a Statewide program. It. is believed the construction of a fort; one which Sawyer cottage for over Labor Day. program brought Mr. Patten's turn
5.»0 P. M.
5.35 P. M.
5.50 P. M.
Mr and Mrs. Raymond L. Tolman much later than he expected, so that
that a large part of the fancy apple was to guard the precious mineral
chance”.
he
spoke
only)
briefly.
The
abstract
of
Matinicus
were
day
visitors
at
after
it
was
mined.
The
abandoned
Next
To
Public
Landing
AIRWAYS,
IN(
J.
Telephone 338
"Shall you take it?" he was asked. crop will toe sold in the official con
her? given serves as a proxy.—Ed. 1
- -----------------------------------------------------------------mine and two ovens used in smelting Wilbert Gove's recently,
tainers this year,
Earle smiled but did not reply,
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Every-Other-Day
Main street will miss the genial
Miss Margaret Crockett and Miss
presence of Patrolman Fred E. Achorn Mary Veazie are spending the holiday
the next two weeks. Accompanied by weekend in Quebec.
Mrs. Achorn he goes to Jersey City,
N. J., to visit his brother Willis.
Rand Smith will be soloist at the
morning service In the First Baptist
Sept. 16 is the date definitely fixed Church, and Chester Wyliie of War
upon for the reception to Depart ren in the evening.
ment Commander Hector G. Staples
of the American Legion.
Hec's
A special midnight show Sunday,
buddies are going to make it a mem tomorrow, at 11 p. m. will be held at
orable affair.
Park Theatre, giving the official mo

THE MORTON REUNION

THE NEW OFFICERS
What the State Prison News
paper Says About Welch
and MacGowan

The Morton family, descended from
James and Hannah Morton, held
1 their annual reunion last Saturday at
i Albert Morton's log cabin on Wads! worth Point. A picnic lunch conslstj ing of sandwiches, coffee, cakes, asj sorted fruit, and Ices, was served.
After standing ln silence a brief
i time in honor of those who had died
during the year, Mrs. Georgia Rloh! ardson gave a talk on family history
j and future plans for the reunion,
i Much time was spent in conversa
tion, enjoying the view and strolling
over the grounds of some of Friend
ship's first homes.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Richardson, Taunton. Mass.;
Miss Ruth Richardson. Wooster. Ohio;
Mr. and Mts. Mark Richardson and I
sons Harry and Mark. Bridgeport,
Conn.; Mrs. JennieE. Hall, Friendship (
and Washington, D. C.; Mr. and Mrs. j
Raymond V. Root. Betty, Jean and
Douglas Kendall, Washington. D. C.;
Mr and Mrs. Colby Morton and Lo
renzo Morton, Lincoln Park. N. J.;
Mr. and Mts. Alexander Smith and
daughter Eleanor, East Braintree,
Mass.; Mrs. Merle Files and John D.
Files. Gorham; Mrs. Edna Turner,
Waldoboro; Virgil Morton. Thomas
ton; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Morton, Mrs.
Iva Wallace, Mrs. Millie Morton. Mr
and Mrs. John L. Stevens and Phyllis
Elevens, Maurice Hall. Mrs Lena
Davis and Miss Nellie Davis, Friend
ship.

FURS
CLOTH COATS

The State Prison newspaper “Vox"
takes kindly to the new administra
tion at Thomaston and give a fineNow Showing
send-off to the departing officials.
tion pictures of the Louis-Farr fight, Under the caption "New Administra
E. A. Boone was in the city this
A New Collection
round
by round.
tion Takes Office" George L. Leavitt,
Week, completing the transfer of his
the editor and printer of "Vox" says:
household goods to Portland where
FOR FALL AND WINTER
Rt. Eminent ISir E. K Gould and
"Time which changes condition
he is to make hia future home.
Eminent
Sir
C.
Earle
Ludwick
were
and
the
color
of
hair
has
instituted
"Dan's" brother Lions are sorry he
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
didn't take time out to attend Wed special guests of Camden Commandery another change ln the Prison Ad
SERMONETTE
Sept. 5-6—Third annual rifle, pistol
K. T. Thursday night, when the Cam ministration. We have all expected
nesday's
club
luncheon.
and trap shoot at Damariscotta.
den Knight Templars had their out the change for several months, but
Sept. 6—Labor Day.
Coming of a Great Man
Sept
6—South
Waldoboro—Selders
Yes, they’re still U6lng the Carlton ing at Harold Corthell's cottage at | not One of us ever ln the least expected
Cemetery Association at Oeorge Palmer's.
When the coming of a man is
Sept. 7—City schools begin.
Biidge; in fact the August report Hosmer's (Pond. Lobster supper was to receive as new Warden and Deputy
Sept
s>—Thcmaston—Oarden Club shows that there were 3666 more cars served and in the course of the eve two men in whom wa could live foretold seven centuries before his
meets with Mrj. Amos S. Mills.
birth. It may safely be set down
Fur Repairs, Remodeling and Storage
Sept. 9—Annual picnic of Lincoln Po passing over it last month than ning a visit was paid to the nearby under with such confidence of a
that the prophecy is about one of
mona Orange at Pemaquid Point.
16
School
St. Odd Fellows Block Tel. 541 Rockland
Sept 10—Camden—Bok Garden Award there were In the corresponding Snow Bowl. Messrs. Gould and Lud- square deal; as we feel that we can
the great of this earth. When It
Night at Opera House.
wick were made honorary members expect and will receive from Warden
month
last
year,
and
the
receipts
90-tf
Sept. 12—Waldoboro—Kaler family re
is uttered by a major prophet like
John H. Welch and Deputy Warden
showed a gain of $2820 Jver that of the outing association.
union at Orren Black's.
Isaiah,
no
further
proof
is
re

Sept 14—Annual fair of Miriam Re month.
■
Stanley W. MacGowan.
bekah Lodge
quired. but add to all the fact that
Sept 14—Rockport—Oarden Club at
C. H. Moor & Co. Thursday adver“Warden Welch has had a wide
it appears ln the works cf n master
Lester Shlbles'. Beech street.
LABOR DAY WEATHER
etised a special sale on a new lot of range of experience in handling men
Sept 16-17—"Indoor Circus” by Lakepoet there is gathered 2iound the
wood Players at Community Building,
fountain pens little dreaming that both as a lumber dealer and as a
one to come indication of the favor
auspices Rockland Elks Club.
Sheriff,
while
this
is
not
ln
many
Sept Hl—Limerock Valley Pomona
Good weather tomorrow and such would be the demand that they
of God.—and so history found it.
Orange meets with North Haven Orange.
the 5ame as handling a prlson
"Comfort ye. comfort ye my people,”
Sept. 22—Lincolnville—Annual town
Labor Day was promised this would have to write this apology to- 1
fair
_
a great man>’ Salth your God.
mcmlng by E. B. Rideout: also re da,, but that ls the case. Long be-' populatlon' “ wU1'
"Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem.
Oct. 11—Knot County Teachers' Confore night the whole supply was ex-: ways be more ^^flcial o him in his And cry unto her.
vcnt'on at Rockland
lief from thc hot weather within hausted. A new supply of these P°sltion than most men have when, The voice of him that crleth In the
Oct. 21—Annual meeting of Knoxwilderness.
Llr.eoln Parm Bureau at Rockland Com
24 hours. Also cloudiness and splendid pens ls ordered and will be 1 uklng such a posltlon'
"Prepare ye the way of the Lord.
munity Building.
Make
straight ln the desert a high
thunder showers late this after
"We all await his decisions and ad
duly advertised tn about ten days.
way for our God.
ministrative changes with every con And the glory of the Lord shall be
noon or tonight. The wind will
FAMILY REUNIONS
revealed '—Isaiah.
S»pt. 6—Warren—Rtart-Hanven reunion
fidence that we will in no way receive ]
shift to the Northwest with in
at Clarence Peabody's.
Three
more centuries roll by
other
than
the
best
treatment
and
aid
creasing
velocity.
Sept. 12—East Palermo—Boynton re
ANNIE R. WILLIAMS
CAMDEN
and ln the small book that fin
union at Grange ball.
from him.
"We welcome You. Warden Welch." ishes the Old Testament and
Annie Rose Williams, daughter of
The Samoset Hotel closes Wednes- * Ralph Uhner Camp and AuxiliaryThe Baptist school picnic will be
"There remains our New Deputy, which rings down the curtain on
Gilman Ulmer and Elizabeth Palmer
day.
will hold ite first meeting of the sea held Sept. 18, at the Belfast Public
ai. era just closing, occur the
who is no stranger to the laipest ma
son next Wednesday night. The 6 Park.
Ulmer deceased and widow of the
jority of us. Deputy MacGowan has words, “Behold I will send my
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues-I o'clock supper will be In charge of
late Maynard S. Williams, formerly
messenger, and he shall prepare
The Congregational Ladies' Circle J for eleven years had direct control
day night at which time second Mrs. Jessie Wall, assisted by Mrs. Ella
thc way before me: and the Lord cf this city, died suddenly Aug. 31 at
and friends are invited to meet Sept, over many men as State Probation
nomination of officers takes place. Hyland, Mrs. Emma Carver and Mrs.
whom
ye seek, shall suddenly Portland.
18 with Mrs. Alvah E. Greenlaw at Officer, before which he spent two
Emma Dick, and will be followed by
During her residence in this city
come to his temple."
her cottage at Lake Megunticook years as a State Highway Patrolman,
The local automobile registration a beano game.
Mrs Williams was actively Interested
Four
centuries
later
we
read,
Lunch at 12.30. Take cups and silver His new position will bring him into ]
w* *°N,TOR
office closed last night and will re
“In those days came John the ln church and club work, enthusiasms
Camden Lodge. K. P . meets Sept the prison to shape and mould the
open Tuesday morning.
A tall-less cunner was added to
which she carried forward in Bel- !
J character and destinies of many men Baptist, preaching in thc wilder
The Courier-Gazette's collection of 13 at 7.30 o'clock.
ness "Repent ye: for the king mont. Mass., where she later lived for
From sizzling Buffalo comes word curios Thursday by Ralph Everett of Comique Theatre attractions: Sunfor numerous reasons nave fal'en
I several years, endearing herself to the j
dom of heaven is at hand. This is
from John Guistin. "having a grand Ingraham Hill It was caught at day and Monday. Jean Harlow and «*°m their proper place lc *“e'
■ community through the gracious ex- 1
hp spoken by the propnet IAatah "
"We do not regret the change in
time, but this town is a trifle hot."
the Breakwater by Miss Geraldine Clark Gable in “Saratoga:" Tuesday,
presslon of a vivid personality. She j
The
man
chosen
by
God
"to
make
Knowlton of Attleboro, Mass, who is Jack Oakie and Ann Sothern ln any degree since it brings to the ad
Here's an example chosen
Miss Helen R. Burns who a decade
straight in the desert His high was instrumental ln bringing about;
ministrative
staff,
a
man
who,
above
|
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. “Super Sleuth," also the Louis-Farr
■
the
building
of
the
parish
house
of
i
from the new 1938 General
ago established the Peter Pan Beauty
all else, fully intends to bolster and | way" and to baptize His only Son.
Knight, Frederick street.
fight picture; Wednesday and Thurs
the Payson Park 'Church in Belmont,
William A. Holman.
Shop is now on the staff of Al's
rebuild
the
character
and
outlook
of
Electric Radio*. It repre
day, Dick Powell in “Singing Ma
( of which she was a charter member
Beauty Salon.
John Guistin, department adjutant rine." Friday will be Get-Rich-Nite, men who he above all else desires to
sents good news to radio
A kind neighbor, a devoted wife,
| see go from this prison back into
Carleton Gregory, a student of
of the Maine V.P.W. has The Cou $140 given away.
an understanding mother, a home
buyers. Never in G-E his
The choice of Marion E. Martin as
the world of social events better Providence Bible Institute, will be
rier-Oazette's thanks for copies of
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of equipped to combat the many ob- speaker Sunday at 3 o'clock, at maker, who had the rare gift of
a national vice chairman of the
tory has so much beauty,
Buffalo newspapers containing elab
cheating beauty in everything she
the GAR., met last night at 7.30.
Republican party, ls hailed with sat
performance
and
sheer
stacles hitherto insurmountable by Ingraham Hill chapel.
orate accounts of the national en
touched, her memory will be
isfaction in this vicinity, where
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ray
Easton
are
re
t
h
e
m
campment in that city this week.
value
been
offered
for
your
cherished.
M-ss Martin has frequently visited.
"We Also Welcome You, Deputy
The Rockland delegates had an ex turning the first of the week from a
Charles H. Ellis, a student of
Surviving
her
are
two
daughters,
money.
visit with "friends in Boston.
Wheaton College will supply the pul
MacGowan.
Mrs. Seth B. Carkln of New York city
Rockland and Thomastn play a cellent trip to the big lake city, and
The Federated Clubs of Maine will
"To the departing Warden we offer pit of the Littlefield Memorial an!l Mrs Gladys W. Stow of Port
were
pleased
to
see
so
many
other
Now — more than ever —
double-header Labor Day—in Rock
meet at Whitehall Inn Oct. 7-9.
our deepest and most sincere wish church Sunday morning at 10.30. ;an(j; three grandchildren. Mary Wilyou get more when you
land at 10.30 a. m., in Thomaston at Maine delegates streaming in. Ad
The W.C.T.U. meets Tuesday at 2 that he may find In life ample com Church School will meet at 11.45. j ijams carkln and Janice Williams
3 p. m. Other games may be arranged jutant Guistin counted 65.
buy a G-E Radio.
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Albert pensation for the many kind acts and thc Loyal Temperance Legion at 6 carkins of Burlington. Vermont; and
depending upon the outcome of this
Remembering the friends back Decker.
generous deeds performed wbi e with o'clock.
evening service at 715 Robm Maryln
of gan
afternoon's Camden-St. George game
home, Rev. Corwin H. Olds who is
The annual Bok Garden Award us. To many here he was all that wj|j be in charge of Henry Ulmer.! cisco California,
at St. George,
vacationing in Canada, sends a view Night will be held Sept. 10 in the could be desired as counsellor, to . There will be instrumental music by ’
MODEL F-75---LIBERAL
The allotment of funds for public of a huge block-size commercial es Opera House. Dr. Harold Jameson others a welcome believer in sports Mr an(j Mrs. Sidney Munro. ‘Prayer
7
TUBES
3 BANDS
WALDOBORO
ALLOWANCE
works has been received at the Maine tablishment known as the T. Eaton is chairman of the entire program. J and outdoor recreations. May what- meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Tone
Monitor.
Louver
Dial. Visual
....
•
office for five towns, including Hope, Co. Ltd. of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Lincoln Colcord, well known author ever llfe holds ln store for
Suicide by Shot Gun
Volume
Control
Indicator.
Visual
9ervices at the Pratt Memorial
which will have a school building which is a branch of the Toronto of Searsport, will be the principal the best like our wishes which must
William Aho. 45. was found shot
4-point Tone Control Indicator.
EASIEST TERMS
firm
where
Rev.
Mr.
Olds
at
one
time
follow
him
as
he
travels
down
the
M
,
thodut
Church
costing $10,000. Forty-five percent
speaker and Mrs. Bok will make the
on Sunday will be to death Thursday at his home on
Automatic Band Indicator. 12-inch
The awards as usual.
long road of the years."
of the total cost represents a grant had business connections.
in charge of the pastor. Rev. Charles the Friendship road and was proStabilized Dynamic Speaker. Au
OTHER NEW 1938
executive
offices
of
the
Hudson
Bay
by PWA and 55 percent ls paid by the
E. Brooks, who has returned from ’ nounced a suicide following an lntomatic Volume Control. . _ _ _
Milford
Payson
and
Harold
Wilbur
HALEY RICHARDS
Co. and historic Fort Garry have
G-E RADIOS
grantee.
hls vacation. Morning worship will vestlgation by State Police and Dr
Foreign-Domestic Recep-*
Q C
been visited bj' the Congregational are on a imotor trip to Quebec.
The
sudden
death
of
Haley
Rich>*
held
at
10
30
17,6
sacrament
of
Joseph
E.
Odlorne
of
North
Whltetion.
Handsome
Console.
U
L
«
w U
FROM
$19,95
William Law of Shreveport. La.. Is
A highly favored Rockland youth minister who has fo.lowed Horace
ards which occurred Aug. 25 was a ^.e„L^rd s, S“pp?r_
* observed field, county medical examiner,
Nicholas
Berry,
Harden
is Donald, son of Dr. and Mrs. Neil Greeley's advice and is now going, guest of
Mr. Aho was killed by the dis
great shock to the community. Hc Miss Carol Gardner will preside at
A. Fogg, who is now making a trip West. He reports fine weather and avenue,
was born
atClark Island Feb. 15.! the organ Mrs Lydla Storer wU1 ** charge °f a shotgun which he had
Charles
Dillingham
has
returned
to Gloucester. Mass., on the schooner bumper crops in Manitoba, valued at
1890 son
of the lateJohn
and the 5010151
17,6 church sch°o1 *U1 Placed °ver the head of hu »*d N°
to New York after a visit with Miss
Gertrude Thebaud. He is the guest $84,000,000.
Amanda Richards-one of 12 chil- mee‘ at noon 1716 Sunday evening deflnlte reason for the act ls as‘
Pauline
Dillingham
at
her
summer
TEL. 721
ROCKLAND, ME.
442 MAIN STREET
of Lieut. Com. Donald B. MacMillan,
dren
services will be resumed at 7.30; 20 signed, but friends said Aho had been
On the wings of yesterday's heat home on the Belfast road.
head of the Arctic expedition, who Is
He was a member of the Granite |
°*,song' foIIowed by a
despondent of late.
wave there wafted into town that
The Methodist Society will meet
an uncle of Donald's daddy.
FOR REPI.ACEMLNI jPLCIFY i. i
pre.tested radio tubes
jolly and highly esteemed former at the vestry Wednesday from 2 to 5. Cutters Internat.onal Associations of sage by the pastor; sermon topic I The body was brought to the Waltz
Making Our Lives Count.” Prayer j undertaking rooms in this village
Rockland
citizen,
James
H.
McNa

Edna
Phillips
Rosenbaum,
famous
America
and
had
followed
that
trade
Neil S. Ferry, foreman of The Cou
meeting on Tuesday evening.
Besides hls wife, Mr. Aho leaves a 14rier-Gazette's job printing depart^ mara. Mr. McNamara came North harpist, has returned to Philadelphia for 30 years. He had made many• • • •
year-old daughter. Lorella.
after
spending
the
summer
here.
J
friends
wherever
he
has
worked.
from
Eagle
Rock.
Va.,
with
hls
sister
ment, has been spending a week's
Services at the Salvation Army for i Deceased who had been a resident
A REMINDER OF
J. R. Prescott and daughters Helen 1 Funeral services were held at the
vacation in Boston, accompanied Miss Alice McNamara and his niece.
A SACRED DUTY
the
weekend
will
be:
Sa*.
7.30
p.
m..
here
th
*
last
flve
y«
ars
.
had
been
thither by Frank McAuliffe and son Miss Antonia McInnis, who had been and Marion are returning next Wed- heme Saturday afternoon with Rev
««> ora:se meet- ployed at country clubs it MMl
To erect a monument ln memory
Ronald and Mrs. Alice Babb of Win •pending the summer with him. nesday to Newtonville. Mass. after I Mr. Leach of Thomaston officiating op™ alr
ing, "What Shall I do with Jesus?"' and other places ln Connecticut durof a departed loved one is a duty
throp, Mass, Mrs. Emma Murphy of ‘Political chaos is how "Jimmy" de passing several weeks at the Perry Williams-Brazier Post of the Ameri
and a responsibility. As special
can Legion was represented by Mr Sunday, 10.00 a. m„ Sunday school; mg the summer.
East Boston and Mrs. Harold Phil- scribes conditions south of Mason homestead. Elm street.
ists In memorial sculpture, you
and Dixon Line. The conservative
The fourth and final race of the Risteen The floral offerings were 110°' hollness meeting. “Seize the1
brook of this city.
will And us well quallfled to rec
numerous and beautiful and showed Opportunity; 6.30 p. m. young peoNORTH HAVEN
ommend a monument that will
wing of the party is not at all in HAJ fleet will be sailed Thursday.
-------most appropriately express your
Attractions at Strand Theatre next cahoots with the Roosevelt-Farley
Canton Molineaux No. 2 and the the esteem in which he was held by pie's meeting; 7.30. open air service;
sentiment. We have a wide va
8 00. public farewell service for Lieut, j Miss Orace Lawrence R. N of the
week are: Sunday. Monday and regime and looks ahead dubiously to Auxiliary meets Sept. 13.
his friends and fellow workers.
riety of designs ,rom which you
Tuesday. Bing Crosby and Martha 1940, with the disturbing thought
He was a man of the finest charac Hollings. A service will be conducted State healthDepartment held a
Carlos Salzedo. world renowned
can choose the one you like best.
Raye in thelr newest musical "Double that either might be nominated for harpist and a summer resident here, ter. who had served his country with Sunday morning at 9.15 at the State clinic Friday for children of preor Nothing;" Wednesday and Thurs- the Presidency. Virginia will pre will be heard over the Columbia net the American Army of Occupation in Prison by Lt. Hollings. Sunday even- J school age. Dr. Daniel Woodman
WILLIAM E DORNAN & SON
» "4 C.
day "San Quentin," with Pat O'Brien- sent a favorite son in the person of work from New York city, Labor Day the World War. His death is a sad ing brings to close a seven month stay was ln charge of the examinations.
Arrangements
are
being
made
for
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
snd Humphrey Bogard; Friday and Senator Byrd a brother of the fa at 9 o’clock in the evening. Im- blow to a thoroughly devoted family. of Lt' HolIln«s. He is leaving us for
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
Saturday. "Make a Wish" with Bobby mous explorer.
mediately following the broadcast Mr ' which comprises his wife. Mas. Alba other parts and will make his last dental work later in the month for
public
appearance
in
the
meeting
the
benefit
of
the
boys
and
girls
in
Breen and an added attraction the
8alzedo will return here to resume Richards of Clark Island; a brother,
[ the grade schools. This is the 11th
Richard Richards; and four sisters ( Sunday evening.
The Rotary Club was honored yes his summer classes.
Lewis-Farr fight complete 15 rounds.
year this work has been done and
] daughter, Mrs. Wendell Snowdeal
terday by a visit of its District Gov t The final concert of the season at Mrs- w M- Seymour of New York. |
FRIENDSHIP
the benefits are well known The
have returned from a motor trip to
ernor
Ralph
Redfern
of
Portland,
Whitehall
Inn
will
be
held
Sunday
j
Mrs
Robert
McGee
of
Clark
Island,
Sheldon's Bus leaves for Old Or
HOPE
town is indebted for this service to
! Portland.
Schools will open Sept ’.3.
chard, Labor Day. at 3 a. m., corner who gave a very helpful address of night. Brooks Smith of New York Mrs. Edith Cameron of Clark Island |
Schools open Sept. 13
a summer resident.
Park <fe Main Sts —adv.
104 & 106 "What a Rotary Club Is.” He city, a protege of Jcsef Lhevinne will and Mrs. Mabel Allison of Rockland.1
John R. Simmons has resumed
Ira Oliver of Thomaston was pilot
John Crockett was in Rockland nen a fishing trip Wednesday, passen residence in New York following a
stressed the fact that any club Is be heard at the piano and Miss Ruth
The bearers were W. W. Godfrey,
this week on business.
Arc YOU another Eleanor Powell only as good Ms its Individual mem Berman of Cleveland. Ohio, a pupil of | Ralph Morse, James Clegg, William
gers being the Shapiro family and vacation at his summer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. James Pendleton and thelr guests who are at the Barnes
or another Robert Taylor? Would you bers. and that when any member is Carlos Salzedo, wiil play ha’p sele - Ellis. James Felt and Albion Caddy.
Melville Stillman of Somerville.
children visited friends in Bangor re cottage on Martin's Point.
like a screen and voice test and trip 1 not living up to Its motto, of “Serv- tions. The public ls invited to attend
Mass.,
passed last weekend with hls
cently.
to Hollywood? If so. read about the ’iCe Before Self he is making that
DIED
Mr. and Mrs E. T. Tosle of Jamaioa family at their Hatchet Cove cottage.
After
spending
the
month
of
Au

TALENT QUEST In the Sept. 5th'clud much weaker. The attendance
SIMONDS—At Rockport. Sept. 2. WinPlain, Mass., ore visiting Capt. and
CONTROLS DUST
SPRUCE HEAD
Ifted B , widow of William Simonds,
gust here. Rev. and Mrs. Milton O.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller and
Boston Sunday Advertiser.
106*It was excellent and a large number of
Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
aged 79 years
Funeral today at 2
100 pound bag treats 67 fret of
Perry, and daughters Marjorie, Vir
on Earl of Thomaston were callers
-----------------I visiting Rotarians were present—Gayo'clock from residence
Committal
9 ft. Road
Rev. N. F. Atwood has returned
Richard Sandison who has been recently on Mr. Miller's sister, Mrs.
services Sunday ln Lexington. Mass
ginia and Grace returned Thursday
Buick says, "When better cars are Ilor Douglass. Springfleld. Mass.; from a vacation, and will be at Union COLLAMORE—At West Appleton, Sept.
with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
to
Trenton.
Clayton Oliver.
built, Buick will build them." Lind Harold Ogden. Melrose. Mass.; Al. Chapel for services at 2 o'clock to
4, Leonard T. Collamore. aged 78 years,
Melvin Lawry during the summer,
1 month. 8 days. Funeral Monday
sey says "If ever better clothing is White. Everett, Mass.; Israel Cutler, morrow afternoon.
afternoon nt 1 o'clock at the Russell
suffered a painful leg injury last
Church Note
Funeral Home. Rockland
sold at lower cost than our present Old Town; Bill Cullen, Lewiston,
KNITTING WOOLS
Saturday
while at Davts Point.
SPEAR—At Lincolnville.
Sept.
3,
The annual joint service of the
A New England
328 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
happy prices, I,Indsey will sell them." Frank E. Poland. Boston; Rex
Idrowned) Chester Spear., Jr . of War
Harvey Simmons and family of Wa
Product
island and summer congregations
Lindsey’s ls in Watts Block, Thom Daniels and S. W. Hastings. Camden.
ren. aged 9 years.
At attractive price*.
will be held Sunday at 10.30 daylight ban, Mass., are vacationing at the
HAYNES—At
Lincolnville.
Sept
3 | Tlie guests were Roland Patten. J
aston.
105-106
Samples sent free
(drowned) Beatrice, wife of Alfred ’ ea
i in the new church. Thc eivlce will Sunshine cottage. Long Island.
Presque Isle; Joseph Stickney and
with knitting hints.
Haynes. Funeral Monday at 10 a. m. j ■
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Monroe of Bath
from St. Peter's Episcopal Church.
be in charge of Rev. John Crocker
Visit our yarn shop.
Elmer Joyce.
MERRIFIELD—At Thomaston. Sept. 4 I
Open daily.
j of Princeton. N. J., with brief re- were guests last weekend of Mrs.
PATRONIZE YOUR
Alden G. Merrifield, aged 57 years. 9
THOMAS HODGSON * SONS, Inc.
j
marks
by
Rev.
Henry
F.
Huse,
Island
Monroes
father,
Fessenden
Wincamonths.
12
days.
Funeral
Tuesday
at
A new low price on watch crystals
CONCORD WORSTED MILLS
2 oclock from 42 Beechwoods street I
Concord. N. H.
7I-S-1M
1 is offered by Karl M. Leighton. Jewelsingers are asked to occupy the left paw at The Harbor.
MERRILL—At Belfast. Aug. 29. Hazel
,
front
peWs
with
the
summer
choir.
wife
of
La
Roy
Merrill,
formerly
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Ira
Oliver
cf
Thom

, ler.
Unbreakable or glass—odd
*
of Rockland, aged 38 year. Burial ln
The local church will resume serv aston are at Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
shapes, 75 cents; round 50 cts. "BetBelfast.
DENTAL NOTICE!
MORTICIANS
ices Sunday at 11.30 and continue Oliver’s where the former is engaged
i ter break your crystal today so as AMBULANCE SERVICE
During
Spring and Summer will
Who is ready to serve you
CARD OF THANKS
[ these until the Sunday School in razing the chimney and making
to take advantage of this bargain"
Ambulance Service
make appointments for Tuesdays and
■
We
wish
to
express
qur
sincere
thanks
365 days in the year
;
sessions
begin
when
the
time
will
be
other
repairs.
says Karl.—adv.
Fridays. Notify in advance lf possible.
' and deep appreciation to all neighbors
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
changed to 11 standard.
I and friends who helped ln so many ways
Mrs. Letha B. Simmons and Mr.
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist
Silsby’s Flower Shop
I during our recent bereavement.
The annual business meeting of the and Mrs. E. T. Tost recently visited
TEL. 662
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Electric Clocks at rock bottom
| Mrs Alba Richards, Mr. and Mrs Rob
TEL 318-W
Over Newberry's 5c and 10c Store
9
CLAREMONT
ST.
ROCKLAND
ert McGee. Mr and Mrs Walter SeyBaptist Ohurch is called for Sept 20 H. A. Thompson on Long Island.
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
prices are featured in the C.MP. Co.
Tel. 415-W,
Rockland, Me.
119-tf
98tf I mour, Mrs Mabie A'llson, Mrs Edl'.h
lOOtf Inventory Sale adv. on Page 7,—adv,
at 7 30 at the ?h«rch,
Mr, and Mrs. Qrin Burns and
Cameron and Richard Richards,

IN THE CHURCHES

TALK OF THE TOWN

LUCIEN K. GREEN

HOUSE SHERMAN,

CALCIUM
CHLORIDE

$2.05 per bag
H. H. Crie&CO.

BURPEE’S

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST

Russell Funeral Home

INC.
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GROSS NECK

CHEAP COMMODITY
f

At the WALDO Sept. 4 and 5

Water Is Inexpensive Yet It
Is Delivered Where It Is
Wanted

Water Is the cheapest commodity
in the United States. In most cities
one cent will buy several hundred
pounds of water, delivered right into
the house as wanted, points out the
American Institute of Sanitation.
“Because water is so inexpensive,
many persons do not realize that the
water that comes out of the faucet
may have been subjected to several
processings to make it safe and pal
atable. Comparatively few municipal
water supplies are free from pollution
and contamination. For that reason
most cities chlorinate the water to re
move disease germs that may possi
bly lurk in it. Cities which depend
upon turbid rivers as the Mississippi,
must allow the sediment to settle out.
Often the water must be treated to
precipitate out the organic matter
that is objectionable. Many water
supplies are passed through sand
Alters which are aids in clarifying
and purifying the water. In recent
years a growing numbers of cities are
softening the water, thus making the
tasks of housewives easier. And fi
nally, hundreds of cities are removing
undesirable tastes and odors, com
mon to most water supplies, thus
making the water taste better and
the family wash smell better after
rinsing.
• • • •
“Up until a few years ago many
cities were unable to remove the ob
noxious tastes and odors caused
either by substance given of by mi
nute plants growing in the water, or
by trade wastes discharged into rivers
and lakes by industrial plants," con
tinues the institute. "But now that
problem has been solved. A remark
able substance has been developed
known as activated carbon, which
effectively removes all tastes and
may finally disappear. Having con
odors from water supplies. The sub
quered the problem of safety, in
stance is 100 times as powerful as
recent years waterworks authorities
charcoal. It is insoluble and does not
are improving the quality of their
mix with the water. And it is inex
product. Many cities formerly noted
pensive to use. One pound of acti
for their bad water now have a sup
vated carbon, costing only a few cents
ply that ranks with the best in palawill ordinarily remove the tastes and
tability.
odors from 100.000 gallons of water.
Just as chlorine has enabled water
Hundreds of cities are now able to
works officials to deliver safe water, a
provide their citizens with sweet and j
palatable water the year around at a { new purifier, activated carbon, em
powers them to keep their water
cost of only about three cents per
supply sweet and palatable under all
capita."
conditions.
Although
Introduced
Pure Water Not Always Palatable
less than a decade ago. more than
The purity of water cannot be de
1.000 cities are using activated car
termined by testing or smelling, for
bon. The material does not dissolve
dangerious bacteria are odorless and
in the water or add anything to lt.
can be discovered only with a micro
but acts as a sponge in soaking up the
scope. What gives off tastes and bad
off-flavors given off by the minute
odors to city water supplies are mi
plants. One pound of the remarkable
croscopic plants which grow in vir
substance will remove the tastes and
tually all waters. When present in
odors from about 100.000 gallons of
large numbers in the river, lake or
water, and the cost of treating water
other source of water, they impart
with activated carbon averages only
grassy, fishy, oily or other odors to |
about three cents per person per
the water, making it unpalatable.
year.
Nearly every city is bothered at some
time with such diagreeable taste
developing in its water.
• • • •
With advancing living standards
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
cities are paying more attention to
delivering water to their taxpayer
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
customers which is not only pure and
PLUGGED
clear, but alo sweet and palatable
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
The widespread use of chlorine to
AND CEMENT WORK
sterilize public water supplies has
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
reduced infection from that source to
a minimum. Medical experts say
that 50,000 lives are saved from ty TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND, ME.
phoid annually and that the disease

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

RITE-BEST
PRINTED STATIONERY

“MONEY WASTED”

PARK THEATRE, MONDAY, TUESDAY

MAP THE APS

This is a fine quality writing paper in greytone or varytone.

Your name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with style
A or B heading
Your choice of lettering in green, brown, blue or black ink.

48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 l -8x4 l -8
Perfect for your own correspondence and just the thing for gifts.

$1.00 postpaid
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Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley have
The Poultry Experts Express
been recent New Harbor visitors.
Their Opinion of Some
Mr. and Mrs. Walden Masten who
1 were recent guests of Mrs. Masten s
Drug Products
parents. Mr, and Mrs. Charles Oeele,
have returned to Nutley, N. J.
The following is quoted from au
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Ligh'.. and article prepared by Dr. H. E. MoskeJ
“Ar. efficient poultryman naturally
daughter of (Camden and Mrs. Fred
j Libby of Thomaston passed last week- wcnts his poultry to be healthy. This
, end with Mr. and Mrs. Melvin desire, when not combined with a
proper knowledge of what consti-|
Oenthner.
J Mr and Mrs. Roswell Prior of Round tute.s a reliable treatment or cure for ;
Pond spent Monday evening with Mr certain poultry diseases, has led him
to spend much hard-earned money |
and Mrs. Ralph Eugley.
for remedies of no value whatever in j
Mrs. Minnie French of Cambridge.
the treatment of poultry diseases.
Mass., and Harry W Creamer were
“The Food and Drugs Act fully rec-1
Rockland visitors Monday.
ognizes the right of manufacturers of
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Gross and honestly labeled preparations to do j
' Mrs William Chase of Dutch Neck business. There are many such prep- j
! were callers Sunday at Melvin arations on the market and many
Oenthner's.
manufacturers who are earnestly j
i
Miss Esther Oenthner has returned seeking literally to comply with the
home after visiting relatives In law.
j Thomaston.
"The sale of drug remedies so- j
Mrs. Villa Morse and children. called, recommended for white diar- j
Will Rogers prescribes fun and romance for Rober t Taylor and Mary UarMiss Shirley v.vo.nc,
Creamer of the village, rhea of chicks, (pulloram disease)
Norman Knight of Belfast. Miss Eve- has been prevalent in the past Many »^»e In “Handy Andy, " hls funniest Twentieth Century-Fox pi.ture.-adv.
lyn Morse and Miss Shirley Morse of products of this nature have been I
! Rockland were guests Sunday of Mr. j found to he labeled as intestinal anand Mrs. Charles L. Eugley.
] Ibcptlca. . . . Bacteriological tests
Mrs. Pearl Simmons and six chil-' °f such articles, conducted by the |
dren are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Le- Fj°d and Drug Administration, have
shown definitely that the products
ander Gross in North Waldoboro.
1
3
7
8
n1
b
5
1
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley made a have no antiseptic action in the
presence
of
serum
or
organic
matter
' t isit recently with her daughter
9
IO II
13
12
Mrs. Irvine Genthner in West Wal Considering the length of the intes
tinal
tract
and
the
dilution
of
the
doboro.
i4
lb
15
17
Mrs. Melvin Genthner, daughter small amount of medicament with
the
intestinal
contents
it
is
very
doubt

Esther, son Mblvin, Mr. and Mrs
1
20
IB
X:
Lloyd Light and daughter Frances ful if there is any such, thing as an
We have no
intestinal
antiseptic,
of Camden and Mrs, Fred Libby of
r n 23
25 2b 27
24
Thomaston were Lewiston visitors scientifically supported information
'
indicating that there is any Justlfica-I
1
i last Saturday.
Zto
31
29
tion for a manufacturer's making
Mr. and Mrs Hudson Eugley of
claims for intestinal antisepsis.
42
West Waldoboro were callers Sunday
1 at Melvin Oenthner's.
34 34
"Large numbers of antiseptics,
35
Mr. and Mrs. E. French of Cam
germicides, or disinfectants recom
W
bridge. Mass., have returned home
1
44
39
36
mended for use in the drinking water
3b
after visiting Mrs. French's brother
and labeled for the control and treat- ■
Harry W Creamer.
Ml
Ml
M4
Ml
ment of poultry diseases have ap
w;
pealed on the market. Products of
48
47
Mb 4b
attended the Coffin-Dow reunion
this nature are useful only in pre- ’
SOMERVILLE
EAST WALDOBORO
Sunday at Charles Coffin's in Albion
. venting drinking water from spread-I
53 54
52»
Mrs. James Mank is convalescing. 1
rene Marriner and Waneta Glid- i lpg dlsease from one bird t0 another !
M9 5° 51
Recent callers on Mr. and Mrs. K.
Leland Orff and family attended en were in Au8usw on a recent and ,hen on!y as long as the waler
B. Bovey were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
5tt
b7
5b
55
I jS kept disinfected.
Dunton of Bath; Mrs. M D. Purring- the Legion picnic Sunday at Sandy 'lslt'
ton of Houston. Texas; Mrs. Clifford Shores.
Miss Myra Barnaby spent last
“There is another class of drug
bo
5?
and Mr. Clifford of Bath; Capt and
Herbert Tippin of Togus was a weekend at her home ln Anson,
products designed to be taken inter-;
Mrs. Irwin Colburn of New Jersey, visitor Sunday at G. J. Mank's.
Miss Frances Mooney has a position nally or inhaled as respiratory anti- j
Mr. and Mrs William Hahn and
Mrs Ethel Hanna and daughter as teacher in Whitefield and Miss septics. or germicides, for the treat- |
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
daughter of Newton Center. Mass.; Carolyn motored Sunday to NewHarriet iJowden of Cooper's Mills is (ment of diseases of the respiratory
20-Equal
52- Shovels
1-Antlc
22- Advertisement
53- Augment
5-Foot lever
Mrs. Alfred Prince and friend of Harbor.
teaching the South Somerville school, tract. Most of the chemicals known
(abbr.)
55- Curious scraps of
9-Constellation
Westbrook; Fred Morton. Mrs. G. Miss MargaretMank entertained
Mrs. Caro Turner and Mrs. Marie fo have antiseptic or germicidal prop23- Decide
literature
10-Ahead
Barton and daughter Sue of Fitchburg, several young friends last Saturday Soper were visitors in Augusta re- ert ies when tested bacteriologically In
56- English coin (abbr.) 26- Performers
12- Musical note
Mass., and George Parker of Rock- evening. Games were enjoyed and cently.
j test tubes, are easily rendered inert
57- A country of Europe 27- A thoroughfare
13-Crude metal
(abbr.)
(abbr.)
14-Japanese coin
Iandrefreshments served.
| Mrs Marion Br0WIi and daughter' in the presence of organic matter
29-Place of Napolean's
15- Repetition of slight 58- A pastry
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cline and
Miss Madelyn Skillin and cousin Hazel were business callers Tuesday !such ®s saliva, digestive material and
first exile
59- Resign an appoint
sounds
daughter of Missouri called last Sat- Donald returned Sunday to Portland ui Augusta.
seium Considering the difficulty of
31-Tardy
ment
17- Greek letter
34Combining
form. Air
60- Very thin and fine
18- Existed
urday at Miss Ellie Mank's.
after spending a week with Mrs. EdMerle Reed of Winthrop is visiting reachiing the organisms deeply in35- Outline
19- Consumed
at the home of Caro Turner.
bedded in the tissue, without doing
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Hitchcock, ward Coombs
36- Exist
21—Facility
VERTICAL
daughter Irene and sons Elwood
Edwin Mank and Burnell Mank at37- Place in which fod
Mrs. Frank Downer of Palermo is 1 considerable damage to the tissue, it
24- Girl's name
der is stored
25- Urn-like vessel
Milton and Harold of Fort Fairfield tended the Aero Rendezvous Sunday caring for Mrs. Kenneth French who » not believed possible for any drug
38- Looks slyly
1- A social class
28-Abhor
is ill.
product to be efficacious in this
were guests last weekend at Ivan in Au8usta39Swiss
river
2- Part of verb ‘To be'
30-Choose
Scotts'.
Oeorge Benner. Gardner Mank and
Mr and Mr;,. Sumner Beane en- respect.
40- Musical note
3- Kitchen utensil
32- Rave
41- Article of food
“The farmer has. within recent
4-Twisted hemp
33- Flaps
M L. W;inchenbach.daughter Mary Frederick Jones attended Washing- ! tertained Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
44-A small tree
5- Separate
36- Barren
ton
campmeeting
last
Sunday.
j
Joseph
Beane
of
Solon.
The
brothers
years,
learned
much
about
the
deof Bedford. Mass, and Sherman
46-Assistant (abbr.)
6- Female deer
37- Javelins
Mrs Joseph Glaude and Mrs.! had not met for 22 years. Seven other structive forces of intestinal para
48-A serpent (pi.)
Vannah of South Waldoboro were
7- Science
41- Alcoholic beverage
visitors last Saturday at L. I.Mank's. RusseI1 McLeod are guests of their sons, daughters and grandchildren sites of livestock and poultry. Many
50- A compass point
8- Depart
42- Large lake
(abbr.
_
.
' brother.Clarence Black.
Wollaston j were also present
manufacturers have, therefore,
exten11- The nostrils
43- A continent
Dorothy Shuman of North Waldo- Ma&s
1
p
51- Butt
12- Commander
45-A grain
H. C. Brown and family were call- j sively advertised remedies of every
53- lmitate
boro was guest of her aunt, Mrs. M.
47-Shakespearean king 16-Canvas shelter
Several from here attended the I ers Sunday at the home of H. L. description for the control of intes54- Expire
18—Full of moisture
49-Ever (contr.)
Bowden the past week.
Mank reunion Wednesday in North Hayes in Chelsea.
tlnal worms. There is no drug or
Mrs. Edith Dingle and Mrs. L. L. Waldoboro.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Mrs. Jane Hewitt visited Tuesday mixture of drugs known to veteriMank have been visiting Mrs. Lizzie
8. J Burrow and A. Sidelinger night with her sister Mrs Blair But- nary parasitologists at this time
TENANTS HARBOR
Ames in Rockland.
were callers Sunday at L. L. Mank's. land in Portland.
ilieigiaL
which can be depended upon to exMrs. N. 8. Reever. Mrs. H. McIn
Is1e1ve|r|e
Mrs. Ellen Day made calls recently ; pc! all types of worms which may inI 'N|V| I P~ E|5
“The Dignity of Labor” will be the
tire. F. Morton, Mrs. G. Barton and
fest poultry and other animals.
in Friendship.
OWL’S HEAD
subject
of
Rev.
Newell
J.
Smith
at
•
•
•
•
Miss Sue were at Ocean Point, Fri
S. L. Bartlett and Walter Cressey
day.
'When worms, or segments of tape- the morning service of worship at the
were Augusta visitors Friday.
Recent registrations at the Owl's
Mrs. Ernest Robinson Mrs. Hazel
worms,
are passed in the droppings BaPtlst Church at 10 =»• 1{ible School
John Newman of ?.ugusta was a
Head Inn have included Miss M. Polly caller Wednesday in this locality.
land visitor recently.
after the animal has been treated. Hour
H-30.
Mrs Ernest Robinson, Mrs. Hazel Echols of Lake Valhalla. Montville,
Mrs. Lila Leavitt visited schools in the average person believes that the j In the evening service, at 7 is the
Shuman and Miss Madelyn Shuman N. J.; Mrs Henry Barteaux and Miss tewn Thursday and Friday of last drug product used is a good wormI “Happy Hour of Music and Message.”
of Portland were recent guests of Ruth I. Barteaux of Lynn. Mass.; Miss j
expeller. Upon critical tests, how- The pastor's topic will be “Chrisi_|c1l|a|n|c|eMR
p
□BS3EB
Jean F. Mitchell and Mrs Mary E.
Mrs. L L. Mank.
Challenge
to
Todays' Uo Rfoh Mg) W Lk
The selectmen held their monthly j ever, when the animals have been , tlanity's
-kE,R.ni
John E. Dodge of Newton High MacKinnon, both of Edinburgh, meeting last Saturday at A. J. killed" several'dsivs after treatment Youth.”
RELATE AtTO
1
MoltIrPIrI InIeIaIr II
lands, Mass. Spruce Head visited Fri Scotland.
and carefully examined large num-I Rev. John L. Sawyer and family of 1
Dodge’s.
day with Miss Ellie Mank.
F J. Hilliard and family of Bel
Evelyn Light and Virginia Light bers of worms and heads of tape- York. Penn., and James H Ames of
i Mrs. Freelon Vannah, son Sher mont, Mass., who spent the summer who have been raking blueberries at worms (which were not expelled by Bowdoinham were dinner guests
night
A social event has been
man and Miss Mary Winchenbach of at Trial Mark cottage, have returned Vienna Mts., have returned home.
the use of the drug) frequently have ' Tuesday of Mr. Ames' daughter Mrs.1
planned for tonight when many
| Bedford, Mass., were at Mrs LaForest home.
been found.
Forrest Wall.
t friends from the Harbor and Quincy
j Mank’s, Thursday on a visit.
Lewis Penfield of San Francisco,
“In this connection attention Is
Mr. and Mrs Hartford M. Cook are
be present The invited guests
WEST WASHINGTON
Mrs. E. W. Deering and Charles who has been guest of his cousin, Mrs.
called to the limitations of the pres receiving congratulations on the birth 1
.
„
uuj
—
.
.
,
,
...
i
I
are
Ralph
Wilson, Archie McLaughDeering of Newton Center, Mass., and Arthur Richardson at Sunny Acres,
lin wilUam gmall
and Velma
Recent visitors at Mr. and Mrs. Ed- ent Food and Drugs Act m that the; of a daughter, Jeanne Hartford.
Bustins Island were recent guests at has returned home.
present act gives the government no gt George Qranite Co „ loading gmaU
son
Wellman's
were
Mr.
end
Mrs.
Les

H. B. Bovey's.
Perry Margeson is spending the few
Jurisdiction over unwarranted claims the barge Cullen 17 wlth 325 00Q pav. I
'
____________
Mrs. Laura Orff is at Knox Hospi remaining days of a vacation in Bos ter White and Ernest Bridges of made fn advertising material dis- ing bloclcs and curblng for ManhatBuick
says,
“When better cars are
North Grafton. Mass , Mr. and Mrs.
tal for surgical treatment.
ton with relatives.
t.ibuted separately from the article tan Thls is the largest carg0 o( buin
bujld
„ LJn(J_
Winfield Savage of East Gardner.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Mears of Mas
Mrs. Augusta Saddler and son
Mass., Mrs. Annie Savage of Liver in interstate commerce. In most in- paving ever shlpped from any New, sey says “If ever better clothing is
sachusetts, Mrs. Mears and Frank
stances, poultrymen can be guided in England quarry. In 1935 this com- i sold at lower cost than our present
Wesley Saddler have returned to
Laughton of Round Pond were call Waterbury, Conn., after three weeks' more Falls, and Mr. and Mrs. Sibley the purchase of poultry remedies
pany shipped a barge load of 253.000, happy prices, Lindsey will sell them."
Lenfest
of
Watertown,
Mass.
ers Monday at A. C. Mank's.
shipped In Interstate commerce by re blocks which was a record up to that j Lindsey's is in Watts Block, Thomvisit with Mrs. Sadler's sister, Mrs.
Miss
Madeline
Sprowl
has
returned
Misses Myra Fitch and Winifred Augustus Dolliver.
lying upon the label claims and not thne.
j aston.
105-106
to Windsor after visiting her cousin,
Fitch of Worcester, Mrs. Edith
upon the extravagant claims made in
Mr. and Mrs. R. Duncan Clapp of
Miss Ethel Clarke obQuincy. Mass., I-----------------Mernier
Whittier
for
a
week.
Dingle of Malden, Mass., and Mrs. ; Springfield, Mass., have been recent
advertising material that is dis has been visiting relatives for the;
*
Miss Dycel Powell of Union is
^Rolland Thompson of Friendship j visitors at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
tributed separately.
past
ten
days.
She
is
accompanied
,
visiting
her
sister,
Mrs.
George
Best.
j were visitors Thursday at the home , Bradford Adams.
“Any pqultpmen who contemplate
by her brother Grover who is staying
Mr. and Mrs. Estern Chadwick have
I of Mrs. C. Bowers.
the purchase of any sort of medicines at the Wigwam. John Gunning, also I
The Smiley family has returned to
Mrs. Emma Cullen, Mrs. George Winslow after passing a week at the returned to Lowell, Mass., alter being to be used ln curing poultry diseases
, of Quincy joined them yesterday and I
guests ot Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Bartlett
I Patterson and son Stanley of Med Fred Ellis cottage.
or as remedies for any pou try al -1 ,,,,,,
. - ,
.. .
J
3
'all will return to Quincy Monday
and friends the past two weeks.
ford, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Rines
ment may profit by writing to the
'
Mrs. Hopfer and daughter Evelyn
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Lessner of
I of Somerville, Mass., Mrs. Anna Mor who recently visited Mrs. Augustus
Food and Drug Administration of the
Camden,
N.
J.,
and
William
Lesner
rison of Salem, Mass., made a visit Dolliver, have returned to Natick,
United States Department of Agri-1
of Washington visited recently with
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. J. a. Mass.
culture for information about the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Grahville
Turner.
Rines, enroute to Bar Harbor.
products they intend to purchase be-1
Fred Ellis and family of Winslow
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
Miss Dycal Powell and Mrs. George
Miss Julia Kaler of the village passed Tuesday at the Ellis cottage
fere they actually make purchases,
RATES!
Best
were
callers
Wednesday
on
Miss
called last Saturday on Miss Ellie
Single
Mrs. Carl Reed is convalescing at Mildred Turner.
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Mank.
her home after a minor operation at
Double
GLEN
COVE
Mr. and Mrs. Lester White, Harriet
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Mank son Al Knox Hospital.
All WOOMI WITH |ATB
Wellman and Phyllis Wellman are
bert, Miss Verna Robinson, Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Walter York and
500 Rooms
Special w«<Uy rata*
passing a few days at Marshall Shore
Della Dickerson and granddaughter
three sons of Caratunk visited at
in Liberty.
MARTINSVILLE
Lorraine Jewett motored Sunday to
Bert S. Gregory’s recently.
RADIO
Wilfred Turner is spending a week
Waterville and Richmond.
SERVIDOR
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Allen of Win
Mrs. Faima Pietila and children
J. Wesley Stuart will take as his with his grandfather. Delbert Turner. sted, Conn., were callers Tuesday on
TUB
SHOWER
Sulo, Irma and Onni are visiting Mrs. topic, “Hiring Labourers” Sunday
Mrs. C. E. Gregory, Sr.
MANGER
Pietila's mother ln Fitchburg. Mass. morning at 10.45 in the Baptist
Mrs. O'Donnovan and sona Patrick
Mrs. William Muir and daughter Church. The choir will sing special
and Joseph, who have been occupy
« NORTH STATION
Dorothy of the village were callers music. The Sunday School meets at
ing Miss Emily Hall’s cabin, returned
•a STEP-7r.my»ur TRAIN-feyM/e ROOM *
Tuesday on Mrs. L. I. Mank.
11.45. The evening service will be
Thursday to Washington, D C.
Robert Coffin and family, Charles held in the Baptist chapel in Port
Miss Barbara Woodward has been
Bowers and family, Miss Arvilla Win Clyde at 7 o’clock. Mid-week serv
guest this week of Mrs. Samuel Aylchenbach and Miss Natalie Goodale ice will be held Wednesday night.
wurd in South Thomaston,
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WALDO THEATRE

THE NANKOW PASS

Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Eaton are
The Embattled Gateway To
on a motor trip ln Canada.
Mrs. Sarah Parsons of Milton,
China’s Northwest — A
Mass., is the guest this week of her
“Veni, vidi!"
Focal
Point
The magazine “Look" presente a
The day of our latest trip opened daughter, Mrs. Ronald K. Somes.
—
.... ..... — '............ "----------- “7"--- brand new idea ... A serial story
Thomas E. Stenger of Philadelphia
.............................. •
Bitter "onfllet between Chinese and
told in pictures. The first story which clear, no wind, so by getting under
way early and using our auxiliary has Joined his family at Martin's
Japanese lore is in the Nankow Pass,
began in the Aug. 17 issue, Is entitled
*
ln the mounta.ns northwest of Peip
“Polly Chooses" and is written by engine, we arrived at our destination, Point.
old Fort Sewall, Marblehead, in good
ing. brought modern methods of war
Alfred Storer and Miss Marion
Priscilla Wayne.
A GLORIOUS TORRENT OF DIFFERENT ENTERTAINMENT!
season. Hundreds of others had also Storer accompanied the body of Mrs.
fare against man's most colossal
• • • •
got underway early and were there Mary E. Matthews to South Denis,
fortification—the Great Wall of
Among the stars:
ahead of us.
China.
Mass,
for
burial.
Bette Davis: "Slacks for women j
The flotilla of fine “J" yachts, En
"Nankow Pa„s is a 15-mile gorge
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nelson
Thompson
of
are a greater modern convenience ]
oo seldom are films produced that are so differ
deavor I and II .British) Ranger. | B”ton7'^e“'tUe8ts”of Mrs ' Annie
spanned by the Great Wall, a dra
than the telephone."’
ent that they start a new trend in motion pic
Rainbow and Yankee lay at anchor ln j Thompson
matic spectacle for 2 009 years," says a
Pat O'Brien: "Ultimately I’ll judge the har'bor with their malns ls up. | Mrs
q( Boston has
bulletin irom 'he Washington, D. C„
tures... Such films were “The Birth of a Nation”,
myself by the woman my daughter and when they are hoisted or. masts
y
Mrg T p
headquarters of the National Geo
becomes."
the first great spectacle drama...“The Jazz Singer”,
165 feet long they are some sails. The Maur(ce Davld Qf
M,ch
graphic Society. "More important
Joan Blondell: "I think a little only boat I ever owned had a sprit I y
hJg falher
Davld ,
the first great venture into the realm of sound ...
today at the Pass than the mighty
common sense in choosing food is sail and the sprit was a nuisance. A
ribbon of stone, however, is the
The
Garden
Club
was
entertained
Walter
Wanger
’
s
“
Trail
of
the
Lonesome
Pine",
the
much better than following freak Marconi rig is much better.
Pelping-Suiyuan
Railway,
which
] Tuesday at the Matthews cottage.
diets.”
first great Technicolor triumph.
When I read in the paper an ac
winds through the break in the wall
Friendship
Beverly Roberts: "I don't believe in 1 count like unto this: ‘Endeavor I
to link China proper with the un
1 Mrs. I. P. Bailey and Mrs. Nellie
unsung heroes. I think any one pos- I
And such a picture is “Walter Wanger’s VOGUES
shifted headsalls, replacing a □««<*
are at lhe Bailey camp m
surveyed wealth of the Mongolian
sessing unique talents ln any line with a working quad and forestay-We)d MfS oladys Orant and Miss
northwest.
OF 1938” . . . It’s a completely unique production
also possesses the ability to bring it
sail." I said to myself, All right.
K„hn
nitwrl
last
weekend
with
,
..
Patty
Kuhn
passed
last
weekend
with
that combines a story rare in its dynamic pace and
Focal Point of Railroad and
out.”
There were the "Big Five’’ in sight— them
Caravan Routes
hilarious humor by Sam and Bella (“Boy Meets
and scores of other boats big and' Mrs j R M
Mrs Hla Mar.
"The railroad Is the first one built
Eva Le Galllenne playing "Hamlet little. U. S. Government boats pH*- hall ;Roger Mlller and Thomaa Lee
Girl”) Spewack...grand stars, Warner Baxter and Joan
by and for the Chinese themselves.
at Dennis. Summer Theatre
tial yachts,xsail and power, SS. Steel haye
reiatives in Presque
Bennett, thrill you... dazzling entertainment by New
Begun in 1905. it reached the frontier
performance deemed by critics to be Pier with a crowd of excursionists (
city of K.ilgan four years later, pushed
reasonable and appealing in spite of at $5 a ride, and the smaller craft j Mf and
R w UngcoU Jy
York
’
s
night
club
favorites
in
a
mad
dusk-to-dawn
Mr.
on to Suiyuan and finally to Paoher makeup not being satisfactory by the hundred.
romp... the most photographed beauties in the world
, .
. MqJrose Highlands. Mass., Charles |
towchen on the border of China's
and the lighting chronically ineffec
The big ones towed out. and when. LlnscoU and John Llnscott Qf Need.
... and TECHNICOLOR so natural and so gor
western deserts Prom these cities
tive.
at the mouth of the harbor, under hgm
BenJamin w Hardy and
caravan
route > radiate fanwise
the lighthouse tower on the Neck, one Robm Rardy
geous that it takes your breath away.
through an area exceeding that of
Henry Fonda, screen star, is to be realized what a 165- oot mast rea y recent guests of Mrs jennie Linscott.
China proper, capable jf tunneling
Qf
u
at the Shubert Theatre in Massa- looked like. A race was scheduled to | Mlss
When you see it, you’ll know why this theatre is so
the products of Mongolian steppes
chusetts for two weeks, playing in start at 1L45 but there was no wind.
Mfs
^ompson and
proud to present...
and
Tibetan .alley fastness through
Valentine Davis’ “Blow Ye Winds’’ Leaving our vantage print at the
Angela Perry
the Nankow Pass into Peiping. Car
which will open Tuesday. Sept. 7. Do Fort, we moved back and upward to j
&nd Mrj
Thom#on
“Walter Wanger’s VOGUES OF 1938”
goes of wool, b..les of hides, bags of
you recall Fonda’s performance with Fountain Park which gives a view
grain, and quantities of livestock on
over
the
lighthouse
and
he
Neck
to
Qudden
Margaret Sullavan in Faith Bald
the hoof are transformed almost
en are yU1Ung Mr
win’s "The Moon Is Our Home?” southward where the starting 1ine
magically from superfluous natural
was
located
in
Boston
Bar
To
the
|
f#ther
£
A
GIjdde
If you can remember the funniest
resources into p nomadic chieftain's
comedy you saw last year, that was lt. north and east one cou.d see to,
fortune by the trip down through
Gloucester
if
clear.
The
w.nd
came
on
• • • •
Nankow Pass.
up
northeast,
course
to
eastward.
U
mw
Qf
A certain critic, covering Noel
Rail transportation has not entire
Coward's newest book, said. "He is miles, beat our run home 24 miles . , Twnty.eight memberswere Il>lttend.
ly superseded four-footed transport,
At
noon,
taking
out
time
for
lunch
ance
plans
SPRUCE
HEAD
sons.
Rev
and
Mrs
A
J
Wilson
Mrs
CRIEHAVEN
SEARSMONT
no master of English prose. He is
for strings of two-humped camels
_____
Dorothy Ripplier and son Banning.
probably nearer Walter Winchell (out of the bag I sat on the bench
Miss Chlothilda White of Roxbury. still pick their way through the Pass
Residents here are anxious for rain
Miss
Marie
Allard
returned
home
Arthur
Patterson
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
1
of Mr. and Mrs A P. Jackson.
than he is to Somerset Maugham.'' Unt“
R Tinney. Mrs Frances Newhall and as crops are fast drying up and wells | Mass., is visiting her father Samuel over an ancient tortuous trail which
Which made W. W. burn all right, all finished the lunch (out of the bag)
Mrs. Myrtle Marcho has returned Tuesday from two weeks' visit in
the railway shortens with tunnels.
White for two weeks.
Fitchburg.
Mass
accompanied
by
daughter Christine. Mrs. Callie Mor- , going dry
and
then
"came
awa
hame,"
arriving
right . . .
from Massachusetts and her daugh
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bliss Marriner and
Max Gersunkl and friends have re Some of the most powerful locomoMr and Mrs. James B DeCosta who rl» Mlss Helen Mese™>’ and Mrs
in time for a tub and bed. It cer
—
• • • •
ters, Nancy and Else, from Newport.
family of Portsmouth. N. H . returned turned to Massachusetts after a three tlves in use in Asia are required for
Eugenie Godfrey.
Whenever the First Lady calls at tainly was a perfect day. but I did not
Mrs. E. O. Alexander. Miss Har will be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
heme yesterday after spending the weeks vacation at Breeze Point the steep grades in the Nankow Pass.
meet
a
person
I
knew
duruag
the
en

Miss
Katherine
Aageson
returned
Allard
for
several
days.
scout headquarters in Washington, a
riet and Deaver Alexander who
"Of the two passes northward from
summer here and in Lincoln
cottage.
tire
time.
My
bench
companion
for
Monday
to
Bloomfield,
N.
J.
guard of honor forms . .. Mre. Roose
passed the summer at Medomak
Bernard Whidden of Saugus. Mass.,
the flat plain which Peiping domi
Mrs. Flora Dunton entertained at
the
afternoon
was
a
Marblehead
man
Nick
Anderson
has
returned
from
A
party
of
eight
enjoyed
a
chicken
velt both preaches and practices that
Lodge have returned to Philadelphia. is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Bur
nates. one leads into Japanese-con
her home Friday afternoon, Mrs. Iza Port Clyde.
women should be active in politics who had sailed the briny in square
dinner Tuesday at Lincolnville
Miss Grace Cotton of Revere, Mass, ton.
trolled Manchctlkuo. Nankow is the
trickson and Miss Helen Boyd of
riggers,
fore
and
afters,
and
yachts,
Beach Inn going later to the home
Mrs. Fred Spear and children are
and social work. Into all fields her
and Albert Cotton of Bangor have
Mrs.
Charlotte
Waterman
was
'
one
remaining Key to the northwest,
Long
Beach,
N.
Y.
Luncheon
was
en

and whose father had sailed in the
energy carries her.
been guests of Mrs. Lilia Blaney and hostess Wednesday night to the cf Mrs E. H. Newhall where they en joyed on the porch. Mr. and Mrs. visiting at John Anderson's.
where lie nearly unscratched the
Ship Red Jacket. I did not have to
joyed a social evening.
Willis Wilson has returned from richest ’•"sources of iron and coal to
Miss Marcia Blaney.
Bridge Club.
There were three |
Erickson and two sons will return
One of the finest written stories I know the courses, marks on yachts,
Prof
and
Mrs.
C.
W.
Snow
gave
Tenant
’s Harbor.
be found in China.
| tables, with honors going to Mrs,
hom< the latter part of this week.
have read in a Great Age has just [ etc. but Just left it to the pilot and
BUlck says, "When better cars are Eugenie Godfrey. L. R. Tinney and Thursda>' night a splendid moving having passed the summer at their
The fishermen are putting out traps
"The Pass Is a defile through rugged
finished running in the Saturday watched the show.
built, Buick will build them.' Lind- Mrs. Frances Newhall. The guests picture show of their trailer trip cottage at Lake Quantabacook.
after a few weeks dry-out on the eroded almost treeless mountains. At
It
is
the
unexpected
that
happens.
Evening Post. It is entitled “Serethe village of Chu-yung-Kwan the
,.1. 2XJ
••
I. It
on the
bench i sey says5-T
“If ever
better clothing is ; were -«»
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Newhall, through the U. S. in Community hall. 1 Chester Wiley of Lawrence, Mass., beach.
—
• X*
. SS
«-•
Simon White and family have re- [ bordering cliffs are so close together
_ ____ _____ ________ ___________
| is vacationing at his home here, with
written by
happy prices. Lt'.ulsev will sell '.hem " Callie Morrill of Rockland. Mrs. Eu- Hunttlng who also has grand views hu brother pved
turned from a visit to Camden.
j that the route Is spanned by a singleauthor of "To Mary-4With
Mary-aWith Love."
Love.' race with five of the largest racing Lindsey's Is ln Watte Block. Thom- genie Godfrey. Miss Ethel Holbrook. of Spruce Head and other Places.; william Woo(j and Mrs. Hattie|
Kent
Ogalvle
has
returned
home
arched stone crldge connecting fortJust In case you've any back copies yachts sailing, but I did. To write
105-106
Mr and
and Mrs
Mrs L.
L. R.
R Tinney
Tinney and
and Mrs.
Mrs
show was greatly enJoyed and > Wing, with friends of Belfast were ' after spending a vacation at Hill Side resses on either side. This bridge Is
Mr.
of the Satevepost it began in the Au- that lt was a "red letter day would
appreciated by their many friends. wefkend
kpnd vlsltors
called the 'Tower That Crosses the
Louise Trafton of Lynn, Mass.
visitors In Oakland.
Oakland.
with his mother.
gust 21st number and was concluded express it mildly.
A film owned bj’ Mrs. Helen Wilkie
The
church
supper sponsored Wed
Street.' and has been a landmark
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Barnes and
UNION
Andrews
Holmes
was
juest
of
rel

in the one following. You'd better
There will be four more races of the
was also shown.
; for seven centuries. Bearing Innesday by the Ladles' Aid Society ative in Stockton recently.
two
children,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
not miss it . . . Especially if you're in- j "J’s’’ at Marblehead. I have seen
Notice of the fall conference of Allard and son Theodore, Mr. and
■ script Ions In six languages, it com1 was a success in every respect at*
terested in Hollywood, its stars and No. 1 but do not expect to see the
The social at Community Club
Womens Clubs to take place Sept. 14- Mrs Alton" Wa„ and Mrs’Luc'v Wall Summer cottagers. Let us take down ; telldanee being the largest ever,
1 memorates the ancient importance
their lives. And in “what makes the others. If the marine editor of The
House was well attended and netted a
.
15 ln Poland Spring has oeen received picnicked Sunday at Cadnlac Mcu„ your awnings, store them, insured 1
of the Nankow Pass as a highway of
world go ’round." of course ...
1 Courier-Gazette had been with me, he
goodly sum for Sea Coast Mission and
through the winter, make necessary 1
I
.j
by the Community Club president,
1
civilizations as well as commerce.
Feted
on
Anniversary
could possibly have written up the
m
______
taln
Club House.
repairs and rehang them next spring.
I Within the past century, however,
To struggling, ambitious, would-be: show in detail.—I Marine editing has
oladys
J11* ’"eeting
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Gardner
Wills
were
A delightful picnic was held Thurs Very reasonable cost. Tel. 1262-W.
Ero Blom delivered two dozen logs
,
,
will open at 2.30 Tuesday and close
the more potent cultural Influences
writers, Vina Delmar is the most become a lost art.—Ed ]
day at White Head. Those attend- Rcckland Awning Co., 16 Willow St. given a surprise party Monday by Tuesday for McClure's wharf.
at noon Wednesday.
have been reaching China by sea
gracious professional in lending a
My pilot knew his Maine, Tenant's
friends on the occasion of their 38th
ing were Prof. C. W. Snow and four
•
Foggy weather hinders the work of
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Drowne. Jr.,
instead of by overland routes.
helping hand. She not only replies Harbor. Rockland, Camden and upI wedding anniversary. The company I the seining crew,
of Providence visited friends and rel
A Chinese Version of the Ther
to the letters she receives with as- riVer ports to Bangor. A goou man to
gathered at the Wiley home and
Mrs. Ancet Bennett nnd Mrs
founding promptness, but writes per- [ have along. We could see the yachts atives Monday and were overnight
mopylae Pass in Greece
mrrehed thence to the parsonage Minnie Elolt of East Boston are vlsitguests of Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes while
where Rev. and Mrs. Wills were about lng at slmon Le Blanc s.
sonally in long-hand to thdse seeking mOst of the time beating to windward,
'Six
miles beyond the Pass the
advice in the writing field.
i Sometimes they were lost ln the haze. on c wedding trip through Maine and
to retire being wearied after a day's
Ivan
Clark
of
Union
has
returned
mountain
walls draw together to form
Vermont.
trip to Rockland in which city they home after spending a week with hls the Harp-plavmg Defile, named for
The wisest saying ever credited to Running back, we had a good view of
Orient Chapter. O.ES.. meets Fri
had been dinner guests of friends at a uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs. Roy the music of a mountain torrent now
man: "Three can keep a secret if the three leading boats, Ranger, En(and this is important) two are 1 deavor II and Yankee, and when we day night after a two months vaca
hotel.
Simpson.
| dried up.
tion. A "get together supper" will be
saw the spinnaker come down on
Upon seeing 15 persons assembled j Mrs Burton whitman leturned to]
dead."
At the bo'.,.0111 of this 15-mile
held at 6.30 in charge of Mrs. Mary
the Ranaer mv pilot looked at hls
A star is a window in heaven
at' her door, Mrs. Wills at once as- i Turner last Saturday accompanied mountain staircase stands the vil
tne
ng
p
Barker. Miss Dorothy Barker. Mrs
sumed the role of gracious hostess at ] by Barbara and Norma Blom.
watch and at the Endeavor II and ,
Where angels' eyes peek through.
lage of Nanko,v, locally famous in
walc
_
.... „„ hv Christine Barker and Mrs. Avis
a pleasurable social hour. Several
Said. “The Ranger wins this race by
Looking down upon us
Ola Hupper and son Jack are guests peace for its persimmons. But war
Nichols.
klr.ds of cake were served with of her parents, Mr. and Mrs Hatton fare brings reminders that the name
And everything we do. . .
10 minutes."
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Starrett and
• • • •
orangeade, and a small box contaln- Wilson.
We were two miles from the finish
means South Gate,' and that the
An attitude of a person least ad line and could not see the boats at daughter Gloria of Flushing. L. I.,
inii a sum of money was presented by
Ralph Wilson was called Thursday Pass was once protected by five suc
were
dinner
guests
Tuesday
of
Mr.
mired :One who apologizes for living. all, only the tops of their masts.
Arthur Templeton with a few re to Rockport by the illness of his cessive walls with their respective
You see and I see at least one such ofljciaUY Ranger won by 9 minutes and Mrs. A. C. Hawes.
marks by way of testimonial.
father-in-law Leslie Dean
gates. The tp age Is the starting
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Mathews and
person every day in someone's home and 16 seconds, and I am telling the
Mrs.
Max
Young
has
been
confined
point
for pilgrimages northeastward
or on the street. And then some peo- i fclks now that was a good guess by Mrs. Evelyn Bryer and two children;
Williamson-Sprowl
to the house with a sore throat for to the mountain valley containing the
are
spending
several
days
at
their
pie wonder why they never get ahead. my pilot. It was a great race. I
Miss Marion E. Sprowi of Goshen, three days.
I famous Thirteen Tombs of Ming
Swan Lake cottage. Robert Mathews
Stop and consider: Are you one of PeVer expect to see its like again,
N. Y„ daughter of Mrs. Lindley E.
Agnes Simpson and family liave Emperors, witn Impressive avenue
spent
Tuesday
night
as
guest
of
his
these persons? If so. why not turn
Sprowl of this town and Ray C. Wil moved to Rockland.
of colossal stone animal guardians.
grandparents.
the leaf and stick up for yourself?
liamson. son of John C. Williamson of
“The Great Wall gives its best
Miss
Madelene
Oorden
left
yesSTICKNEY CORNER
I don’t mean walk over people I
Middletown, N Y., were married Aug.
show
near the top of the Nankow
ROCKVILLE
teiday to enter training at the Maine
mean, rather, don't let people walk
18 at the home of the bride's mother.
_____
Pass. On either side it stretches out
Mrs.
Chester
Grierson
and
family
general
Hospital,
Portland
over you. Don't be used . . .
The ceremony was performed by
Rev and Mrs Maurice Dunbar of °f sight, like the spiny backbone of
who visited Sunday at the home of I Mi and Mrs. Percy Marks and two
Rev. Harold Nutter ln the presence | Allenton. R I., and Spruce Head's dragon whose humps make the
A year ago Margaret Tallichet was Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grierson, were I children of Bath were weekend
of the immediate relatives of the .were
1
all-day guests Monday of Mrs mountains
A ith a ba>e of huge
a society debutante in Dallas, Texas, accompanied home by Mrs. Grierson's guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ayer.
bride (inn groom.
The
attendants
,being
.
cranite
’oeks its
0
I
Fannie
Brewster
Joined
by
8raime b
u.oms.
us ton
iup is
is a
a brickurica
niece,
Blanche
Creamer,
who
will
be
Mrs.
Marion
Alden
returned
Wed

In the eyes of the rest of the world,
were Miss -Leola Clement of Mont- ]
R p^y Mr and walled promenade 14 feet wide, puncnesday from Northampton, Mass
she was a nobody. Now, using a bit their guest for a week.
ville and Goshen, N. Y„ and Ernest O.
concluded thelr vacatlon tuated by watch towers. This Is the
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Reynolds of
of ingenuity coupled with a stroke
Mr and Mrs. Willard Sprague of
Sprowl of Searsmont, brother of the
. ... ..
---- lr. Maine and returned home Thurs- Inner Great Wall, a final line of
of luck, she possesses a contract from Boston has returned home after a Detroit, Mich., are visiting Mr. and
bride. Mrs. Ora Bryant played the
defense within the Outer Wall Just
day
Mrs. William Gleason. They will leave
David Selznick and a promise to play visit with Mrs. Clarence Cramer.
Pennies from heaven, nothing! It’s millions this time for Bing Crosby in wedding march.
north of Kaigan. Nankow Pass,
for
Detroit
Monday
accompanied
by
Scarlett O'Hara in Margaret Mitch
A new bridge is being constructed
Ervin Gallant of Boston Is visiting
his latest comedy with music, “Double or Nothing," with a brilliant east in
Mr. and Mrs. Williamson are at
where Genghis Kha’n was fought off
their niece Miss Dorothy Gleason.
ell's "Gone With the Wind.” The Mr. and Mrs. Peter Doucette.
cluding Martha Raye and Mary Carlisle. The pup finds a wallet, swaps it for home ftt 56 South Church street, over the brook on Guerney street. It In 1215 A. D, is to China what the
....
girl is the envy of every actress in
is no small piece of work as some of narrow defile of Thermoplae was to
a hamburger and then the fun begins.—adv.
Goshen, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Mulanphy, daugh
Nazarene Church Notes
Hollywood.—John Velmar.
ter, Joan, and Miss May Ryan have Rev. and iMrs. J. W. Ames, who are
Congratulations are extended from the rocks forming the top of the a'" j"t T^eec .■
water way weigh over a ton. A der
returned to New York after a three on vacation, visited a former pastorate
many friends here.
It's
an
orchestra
of
some
75
musiof
Max
Terr,
vocal
coach,
for
execurick had to be erected for moving
APPLETON
weeks' visit with Mr. and Mrs. Peter in Vermont last Sunday. Rev. Mr.
the rocks and some had to be blown.
Doucette. Thomas Mulanphy re Ames delivered the morning message cians—and none of them plays a mu- ^on- Terr held auditions and selectCommunity Club Notes
slcal
instrument!
It
is
composed
en<
ed
a
number
of
boys
and
glrls
who
Miss Lottie Ewell spent two days
mained for a longer visit.
and iRev. Walter Melton, evangelist,
could imitate various instruments
The Community Club held a suc
this
week with relatives in Portland
__ .
,
..
.__ .
„
H. G. Howes. Mattie Overlock, Ed preached ln the evening. Rev. Mr. tirely of human voices and has been ranging
from a vibraphone to the
cessful meeting Friday night at the
Mrs.
Viola Willey of Skowhegan
NO MORE HARD
ward
Lees
of
Attleboro,
Mass..
Mr.
Melton is holding a series of special named "The Sing Band." And yet clatter of wood bIocks
schoolhouse.
has been visiting her mother. Mrs.
and
Mrs.
E.
H.
Overlock
and
two
sons
WORK
MONDAYS
meetings
in
Vermont.
the music supplied by this aggrega-1 in the "Sing Band" are individuals
Under the supervision of Charles
Annie Bucklin.
rouK back
Mrs. Lura H. Ingler. pastor of the tion resembles the music of a full imitating violins, bass viols, cornets,
Salo and Maynard Brown, the work of Worcester. Mass., passed the week
Miss Martha Sides recently went
SOAK
ROBon the lawn has progressed rapidly end with Mr. and Mrs. John Storer. Church of the Nazarene at North instrumental dance band so closely ] violins, 'cellos and many other musito Camden.
the ipast two weeks. The plot has The group attended the recent Howe Waldoboro, supplied the pulpit here that it Is not only impossible to tell cal instruments. They are led ln the
CLCANSC3 THOROU6HCV
Sunday morning. Miss Cunningham the difference with the human ear. picture by Harry Barris, who, with
Miss Olive Tolman is at Miss
been seeded and the walk is nearing reunion in Morrill.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Storer and also of that town gave a special selec but engineers who have studied the ■ Bing Crosby, was one of the original
(J To Ut Printing it mort than Marcia Farwell's for two weeks.
completion.
Juit putting wordt into typa.
Sidney Farrington Is shingling
The playground equipment will be daughter Laura were supper guests tion on her harp. Miss Mary Ware “sound track" of its music have been members of the “Rhythm Boys,” at
It it tha ertation of a work of art,
Saturday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
L.
conducted
the
evening
service.
unable
to
discern
any
difference.
1
cne
time
featured
by
Paul
Whiteman.
'
ln iplace by the opening of school.
Mrs. Lenora Fore's house.
ba it a timplt little announcement
Miss Bernice Newbert will conduct
The band is made up of talented
"Double or Nothing," is a fast mov- j or an elaborate booklet. Hence
Tickets on the quilt are being sold Storer.
The blueberry season has qnee
Miss Lurlie Davis who has been the service Thursday night. The pul boys and girls who are “good at "imi-, ing story of a freak will left by an wa take all tha prida of an artiat again come to an end with a satis
by the members and the award will
be made on the night of the beano working at Monhegan Island during pit will be supplied next Sunday tating musical instruments. The idea eccentric millionaire which requires in hit craft, in tach job) and that factory crop, most of which has been
WE BUY
it tha tecrat of tho tuparlativa
party which is being sponsored by the summer will return home today. morning and evening: Junior Youn? was conceived by Ted Reed, director Crosby, Miss Raye. Frawley and De- quality of The Courier-Oaxatta sold to the Medomak Canning Fac
Osborne Weaver is building a wood Peoples' Society Sunday evening at of the film, which includes ln its vine to invest $5000 each, given to Printing.
the club at the schoolhouse Sept. 15.
tory at Winslow's Mills.
AND SILVER
6 o'clock.
line-up of talent Martha Raye, Andy them as a present, in such a way that
Sandwiches land coffee will be served. house for Abner M. Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. William Eells of
CLARENCE
E. DANIELS
Missionary Sunday will be observed Devine, Mary Carlisle William Fraw- they double that sum within a fixed
John Storer bought the late Wil
The next meeting Will be Sept. 10.
Fitchburg who are vacationing at
JEWELER
Members or non-members are in liam Creamer shop recently and has in the Sunday school and also Junior ley, the famed Calgary Brothers and time. The first to double the sum
Washington, spent Thursday with 370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
many others, and placed in the hands 1 wins a million dollars.—adv.
Society.
had extensive repairs made.
vited to attend.
Mrs. Eell s brother, Leroy Tolman,

To Me....

A. B. Crocker

MONDAY and TUESDAY, SEPT. 6 and 7

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
“DOUBLE OR NOTHING”

OTES
MAGIC
WATER

OLD GOLD
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Bingham. Cnratunk, having dinner in
In Everybody’s Column ft♦
Probate Notices
V
the latter town with Miss Aita Whorf
*
STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements in this column not to I, W.WW. .wax — .
t
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Spear Jr., of of Beverly. Mass.
To all persons Interested in either of exceed three lines inserted once for 25
— *«>***’*a*
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
Newton, Mass., entertained delight
the estates hereinafter named:
Mr. and Mrs. Horace P. Maxey, who
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. tional lines five cents each for one time
14-FOOT slate colored punt, lost off
fully at a buffet supper last night at occupied the Shorten rent last winter
10
cents
for
three
times.
Six
small
words
In and for the County of Knox, on the
Crescent Beach last Wednesday. Finder
17th day of August In the year of our to a line.
their summer horn, honoring Miss and during the spring and summer,
call 292-M. T. S. LAWSON. Box 463.
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Rockland
104-106
Marjorie Spear of this place and Ab moved Tuesday to Strong, where he
thirty-seven and by adjournment from
POCKETBOOK, found Friday in city.
ft
ft
*
'
day
to
day
from
the
17th
day
of
said
bott Spear of Newton Center, Mass., will assume Sept. 13. his n«w position
Owner may have same by identification
August. The following matters having
♦ and paying for adv105-lt
and Warren, whose wedding is an of principal in the High School.
been presented for the action thereupon ♦
WANTED
♦
hereinafter
Indicated lt
Is
hereby ♦
event of this afternoon. Guests bid
Ernest L. Starrett Jr. is spending
oWhERED:
ft|?
ft » ■
den included Mr. and Mrs Matt B. two weeks at Camp Richardson,
That notice thereof be given to all
FULL shaggy male kittens, wanted. All
persons Interested, by causing a copy of Tiger or Oray color One all pure white.
Jones of Waban, Mass.. Miss Polly Georges River. North Warren, as
this order to be published three weeks BAY VIEW FARM, North Haven. Me
(******»*«>W***«P
1 Spear of Brookline. Mass.; Mr. and guest of Gordon Richardson of Rock
successively In The Courier-Gazette, a
__________________ 105*110
newspaper published at Rockland, In
Mrs. Richard Potter of Newbury land.
FIVE HUNDRED laying pullets, for sale
RANGES and heaters, wanted, any
said County, that they may appear at a
port. Mass.; Miss Dorothea Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Tibbetts, and
Probate Court to be held at said Rock kind Pay good price. HILL DANE. 235 part cross breed, rest Reds. Also small
plgfc. F. A KIMBALL, 397 Old County
Main
St.
________________________
105*116
land
on
the
21st
day
of
September.
A
D
.
j and Rodney Schroyer of Wellington, Mrs. Tibbetts' daughter. Miss Georgia
road.
•
106-108
1937. at 8 o'clock In the forea x>n, and be
OIRL. wanted for general housework,
D. C.; Ernest Githens, Lawrence Baird of Malden. Mass., were guests
heard thereon If they see cause.
BUILDING, for sale. 23 ft. by 16 ft. on
hours 9 to 4 30 P O. BOX 35. City
Githens and Miss Dorothy Warner of last weekend of Mrs. Hannah Spear
106-108 Orange street Call JOE ADAMS. Berk
WILLIAM T. COBB, late of Rockland,
ley street.
105*107
deceased
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
'
What
our
lightkeepers
and
roast
! Newton. Mass.; Henri Micoleau of and Wesley Spear.
...... ...................
...........
__ be GIRL, wanted, for general housework.
NEW MILCH COW. for sale, Gurnsey
thereof
asking ___
that........
the same
may
guardsmen
are
doing
to
protect
New York city; Mrs. Helen Yeo of
Mr. and Mrs. John Marshall ac-!
proved and allowed and that Letters Tes- MRS HAROLD FISHER. 526 Main St. and Holstein, big milker
VICTOR
tamentary Issue to Lucy B. Cobb ot Rock- I Tel. 1285.__________________________lU6-it ILOMAKI, Box 30, RF.D, Thomaston
; Brighton, Mass.; Robert Stevens of, companied by Mrs. Augusta Moon ecastwise shipping by day and by
106*108
land, she being.the Executrix named In
~<,i wantc fnr
night. The day’s news from manv
said Will, without bond; and petitioners
WIL,LI1?G d/Pe I ’nTrnpra FURNIj Charlestown. Mass.; Miss Elizabeth and children. Herbert and Elma, and
1937 DESOTO sedan for sale. 650 miles;
further pray that the Court determine ?pn"a'
Rockhu“
X
Snow. Frederick Merritt, Mr. and George Leonard, motored Sunday to lonely outposts along Maine's
as a fact whether the omission of the TPRE CO Tel. 3W. wocxiana.___ lua eoj I to settle bankrupt estate; make offer
I before Sept 13 GILBERT HARMON.
names of Martha Cobb Wood and Anna
A THOROUGHLY dependable girl at- I Trustee. Camden Tel. 713.
j Mrs. Lawrence Leach of Rockland; , South Penobscot, where they visited) waterfront.
106-108
Cobb Wlswall was Intentional or was not (ending High School, wanted, who would
! Miss Ada Coleman of Thomaston; | Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bridges.
occasioned by mistake
, nke t0 work board MRS. M E YOUNG. ! GUERNSEY COWS, for sale, grade
and reg. All bred to a son of Langwater
Miss Eleanor Goodwin of Kennebunk- j Miss Gloria Bridges of West War-1
EBEN ALDEN, late of Thomaston, de- Tel. 802-R, Dunton. Ave., City. 108-108 Heavy milkers, high butter fat Wonder
Curtis Island
Prices
reasonable.
ceased
Will and Petition for Probate
small furnished house or apartment, ful family cows
■ port; Bradley Pipkin of Safety Har- . ren is guest of her aunt. Mrs. John
During the past season many visit thereof, asking that the same may be w nted wltb 3 bedrooms All modern, ROSE HILL FARM. Owl's Head. Me . Tel.
proved and allowed and that Letters Tes- i
nsette
summer with his grandparents. Mr. bor. Fla.;; Ellis Spear 3d of Newton, Marshall
292-R
106-111
Courler Oaette 105.107
ors have arrived at the station, most tamentary Issue to Nancy C. Alden of Wrlte A care
THOMASTON
LORINO PACKARD EST . for sale, at
Mr. and Mrs N. F. Andrews, returned j Centre, Mass ; Mr. and Mrs Ronald j Mrs. Gertrude Starrett has reThomaston,
she
being
the
Executrix
___
____________________________________
ly to watch the yacht races, and named In said Will, without boud.
near Soldiers Monument. War
, one OR TWO boarders, wanted, with sacrifice,
Mrs. ElizabethWhitney of GraniteFriday to East Milton. Mass.
Messer. Harlan Spear, Miss
Winona turned home from Waldoboro where
ren. 10-room house, double tenement:
WILLIAM H. GLENDENNINO. SR , late ’ middle-aged couple. MRS M E Mc- bath; hot water heat; 5 acres land; hen
Falls, Minn..Mr. andMrs.
Adolph
Mrs. Allyne W. Peabody was! Robinson, Hillard
Jasper! she had been caring the past year, some for lunches on the beach.
Hillard Spear,
of Rockland, deceased
Will afld Pe- KINNEY. 49 Cedar St, Tel 305-M
houses; barn. PERLEY SIMMONS. Sea
Mrs. Julia Ray and daughter Irma tltlon for Probate thereof, asking that ,
105-107 View
Hamre, and son James of Davenport, hostess to the "Little Garden Club" Spear. George A. Aspey. Josef Vinal. for the late Mrs. Mary Mathews
Oarage. Rockland
106*108
of Bangor made an annual visit of a I the same may be proved and allowed and !
man Blth ...
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
Boynton
Maxey.
Mr.
Judson
Benner
is
employed
making
BULL DOG. for sale, small male, year
6
,
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Mary
WANTED good route man witn car
Iowa. Mrs. James Napier, daughters, at supper Thursday, her guests being
few days recently.
Agnes Olendennlng of Rockland, she between 25 and 40—reliable—800 family old. Dark with white markings, very
Caroline and Jane, and son. James of Mrs. Donald Whitney, Mrs. Harriet and Mrs. Arthur Starrett anti Mr. and repairs at the Everett Whitney place
reasonable. MRS. ROSE HUPPER. Ten
Mrs. Nettie Foren of Portland re- | being ^the^Executrlx named in said rout,-^ppcrtu,anyfor good^m
Mrs.
Edgar
Barker
and
Mr.
and
in
Appleton.
ant's Harbor
Tel. 4-3.
106-108
Hamden, Conn., Mrs. Harry Robin- P. Whitney and Mrs. Leila W. Smalcently
spent
a
week
with
her
brother,
|
loren
o
teel
.
late
of
st.
Geom.
T™
POULTRYMEN-DAIRYMEN- Stretch
son and son. Harry of West New j ley.
, Mrs. Wilder Moore. Mrs. Spear was Samuel E. Norwood, who made a
your
dollars
by
patronizing
the
new
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
105*106
Brighton. Staten Island, and Mr.
Miss Elizabeth Creighton of Wor- aided in the serving by Mrs. Evelyn j. business trip Tuesday to Auburn was Keeper Reed.
Co-operative Oraln & Feed Store, New
thereof, asking that the same may be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Goodwin
were
proved and allowed and that Letters
HOUSEKEEPING apartment with heat County Rd We handle a complete line
and Mrs. Winthrop J. Whitney of cester. Mass., accompanied by Mrs. Robinson and Mrs. Laura Starrett | accompanied by Mrs. Ralph Norwood,
United Farmers and Elmore Feeds at
recent visitors, motoring from Port Testamentary Issue to Etta M. Teel of wunted. for three refined young ladles. of
The first meeting of the season for ’ daughter Sally and Mrs Ella Lewis,
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and dividing the pay check. "Only a appointed
who spent a week with her parents,
fied
by
filing
bond
Aug
19.
1937.
576.
Mrs. Julia Morse is critically 111.
102-tf
David
K.
Arey
and
Harold
C.
Arey,
Exrs.
LADIES
—
Re'
table
hair
goods
at
Rorkwoman can make a home." she said LULIE UFPORD. late of Union, de established, a black second-class spe
Mr. and Mrs. William J. White have
FURNISHED apartment, to let. four
Appleton baseball team won from
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME land Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall oiders
with emphasis. Mrs. Gray was in ceased Herbert L. Orlnnrtll of Union cial nun. in 25 feet 2270 yards 6 de asking that the name of Gwendolyn M. solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519- J
returned to Boston accompanied by
rooms, bath, with or without garage. V.
was appointed Admr. C.T.A.. July 20.
Unicn Sunday, with a score of 8 to 7.
105-tf
F.
STUDLEY. 77 Park St , or 283 Main
Buzzell
of
Rockport
be
changed
to
Win

troduced by Mrs. Grace Wyllie, 1937, and qualified by filing bond Aug grees from Cox Ledge Beacon.
their daughter, Shirley, who has been
101-tf
nie Gwendolyn Morrill. Presented by
Schools ‘open here the day aftej
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for St, Tel. 330 or 1154_________
24. 1937.
chairman
of
the
program
committee.
with her grandparents for the sum Labor Day.
said Gwendolyn M Buzzell
and delivered. Prompt service. Lawn
Large furnished room, to let. with
MARY E BROWN, late of Union, de
roller
to
let.
CRIE
HARDWARE
CO.,
KATHERINE SOBEL. late of Camden,
bath $4 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
Mrs. Willis R Vinal. president of the ceased. Herbert L. Grinnell of Union
mer.
At the last Rebekah meeting a
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro 'successor to Rockland Hardware Co.) St, Tel. 330.
94-tf
Club, presented Mrs. Gray with a was appointed Exr . Aug. 17. 1937. and
Mrs. Edward Robinson and son.
Tel.
791,
Rockland,
105-tf
bate
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
may
qualified by filing bond Aug. 24. 1937
practice session was held as Golden
Four
room
tenement
to
let
at
38
Me
be proved and allowed and that Letters
large and beautiful bouquet of glad- JAMES HENDERSON, late of St
Prof. Edward Robinson, closed their
chanic £t. MRS Wl S. KENNISTON
Testamentary Issue to Frank Blank of
Rod 'Lodge has been invited to exem ioli. in behalf Of the club. Roger George,
176
Main
St,
Tel.
874-W
94-tf
deceased
Frank
H.
Ingraham
of
summer home here Wednesday, tiie
Brooklyn. New York, he 1—lng the Execu
plify the degree Sept. 13 in Warren.
,
.
. „
___ Rockland. Public Admr. for Knox
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let
tor named In said Will, without bond.
former going to Burlington, Vt.. for
Teague, popular tenor, sar.g pleas- j county, was appointed Public Admr ,
Apply W J. ROBERTSON, Lumber Yard
The team will also practice at the
ESTATE WILLIAM H PRICE, late of
August
26.
1937,
and
qualified
by
filing
Thomaston.___
105-tf
ingly "The Old Refrain" (Kreisleri
a week's visit with friends and Prof.
Rockport, deceased
Pc'.ltlnn for Con
bond on same date.
next regular meeting. The entertain
firmation of Trustee, a? ting that Leona
STEAM heated office to let, central
Mrs. Wyllie, his accompanist. The FLORENCE A. KEENE, late of Rock
Robinson going to Cambridge. Mass,
Beckett of Thomaston, be confirmed as
ment committee, Mrs. Inez Arring
location.
Tel.
135.
105-tf
TWO furnished cottages, to let. at Hos
program committee appointed for land. deceased. Perley N. Bartlett of
to do special study at Harvard Col
Trustee of the estate gl'en in Trust for mer Pond, by week, month or season.
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
ton and Jethro Pease served ice
Rockland was appointed Exr . Aug. 17,
the benefit of Athlene Tibbetts ol Rock Tel. 671-J, EDWIN A. DEAN. Rockland modern
the October meeting includes Mrs. 1937. and qualified by filing bond Aug.
lege. They will then return to Gam
Apply at Camden & Rockland
land. presented by said Leona Beckett.
cream.
104-106 Water Co, Tel. 634.
105-tf
27.
1937
Eleanor Barrett, Mrs. Nancy Clark.
bier, Ohio, where lie will resume his
ESTATE GILBERT E AMES, of Ma
ETHELDA C. MEHAN. late of Thom
tlnicus. Petition for License to sell
Mrs. Carrie Wyllie, Mrs. Evelyn aston.
duties as a member of the faculty at 1
deceased. Florence E. Fessenden
certain Real Estate, situated ir. Matln
of New’ton. Mass , was appointed Admx.,
Powers and Mrs. Flora McKellar.
Kenyon College.
icus. and fully described ln said Petition |
DBN , C.T.A . Aug. 20. 1937, without
presented by Lena O Ames of Matin- ,
Mrs. George Newbert. and guests bond. Alfred M Strout of Thomaston
Fitzroy W. Trask, who visited Mr.
leus. Odn.
Mrs. Glenn Reever and son, Gerald was appointed Agent ln Maine.
and Mrs. Lionel F. Jealous for ten !
ESTATE ANGELO M TTPEDINO. late
HERMAN RAWLEY. late of St. George,
of Union, deceased. First and final ac
Reever of Beverly, Mass., recently deceased.
days, has returned to Leicester Mass.
Eva Wellman of Thomaston
count preented for allowance by Herbert
enjoyed a motor trip to Lakewood, was appointed Admx., Aug. 17. 1937. and
L Grinnell, Admr
William Creighton, who spent the

WARREN

LOST AND FOUND

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

FOR SALE

DAY

:

to let

MISCELLANEOUS

Sommer Cottages

HARD TO BEUEVE

Call 26-W

FOR FRIGIDAIRE

SALES AND SERVICE

ALFRED M. STROUT
Insurance
Fire. Automobile, and Allied Lines
THOMASTON, MAINE
lOOStf

Parker E. Worrey
New Frigidaire Dealer
100-101

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
Warren,
Tel. I 0-4
Eveningfs and Saturdays
Gas and Oxvgen Admlnlsered
106S*115

qualified by filing bond Sept. 3. 1937
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
.
105-S-lll

READ THE ADS
^av^Tnoneq

KALER FAMILY

The Kaler family reunion will be
held Sept. 12. at the home of Orren
Black, Waldoboro. Picnic lunch. A
welcome is extended to everyone.
Mrs. Earl R. Freeman, Sec.
106-108

ELWELL R MOODY, late of Warren I
deceased Will and Petition for Probate
thereof^ asking that the same may be
proved and allowed and hat Letters
Testamentary Issued to Austin J Moody
and Oeorge E Moody, both of Rockland,
they being the Executors named ln said
Will, without bond.
ESTATE WILLIAM A JOHNSTON, late
of Rockland, deceased. First account
presented for allowance bv Grace O.

Johnston, Admx,

It is actually hard to believe that such quick and

interesting results can come from the Classified Ads

in The Courier-Gazette From 10 to 50 answers are

frequently received to one advertisement.

:

Every-Other-Day
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MARRIED SIXTY YEARS

ETY
Flavel Shurtleff of East Boothbay
and New York, counsel for the Ameri| can Planning and Civic Association,
will speak on "Zoning, as a Basis For
Civic Improvement" at the all day
meeting of the executive board of the
Carden Club Federation of Maine to
j be held Friday, Sept. 10, at Birch Villa
Inn, Bryant Pond, with the members
I of the Bryant Pond Garden Club as
hostesses. A regional luncheon and
I meeting of all garden clubs in An' droscoggin District will be held at 1
o’clock when it is expected these clubs
.
' will organize with a district chairman
Miss Alice Hellier, was honor guest. and department chairman as did the
at a tea given Wednesday afternoon I Kennebec District at Lakewood in
by Mrs. Theodore Bird at her homc j June. Mr. Shurtleff will speak at the
on Summer street. Miss Hellier. afternoon meeting. Mrs. Lawrence
whose marriage to Charles Edward , Jordan, secretary of the Bryant Pond
West, of Augusta, takes place the ’ Garden Club, Bryant Pond, is in
middle of this month, was "showered" | charge of luncheon reservations,
with gifts of linen. The bidden i
~
guests were Mrs. Albert Elliot. Thom- j Mrs. Kenneth Faunce and family
aston. Mrs. Charles Babb, Camden ] who have been occupying the O Neil
Mrs, John Creighton, Ashburnham, j cottage at Crescent Beach during
Mass., Mrs. Joseph Doyle, Mrs. John | August, have (returned to Dedham.
Black. Miss Eleanor Bird. Mrs. R. C. Mass.
Jewell. Miss Ruth Scarlott Miss Vir-'
Tuesday Club met with Mrs. Walter
ginia Snow and Miss Rose O'Neil.
H. Spear.

Rev. and Mrs. C. D. Crane Celebrating Anni
versary Today In rMilford, Conn.
Reverend and Mrs. Charles Dodd
Crane are celebrating their 60th
wedding anniversary today at the
home of their daughter, Mrs William
F. Scholze, Jr., at New Milford. Conn.

Miss Charlotte Buffum and Mr. and
Mrs. Albert T. Thurston are at the
Hall cottage. Spruce Head, over the
holiday. They will entertain a large
picnic party Monday.
Among the many bookings for the
holiday weekend and Labor Day cele
bration at the Poland Spring Hotel
arc Mr. and Mrs. !H. Nelson Mc
Dougall and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Marcus Chandler. Mr. and Mrs. Mer
rill (Hay (and Mr. and Mrs. John H.
McLoon.

AINE

CEHTR
POWE

OMPAHY

Waterville that Mr. Crane met his
future bride, daughter of Dr. H. H.
INVENTORY
INVENTORY
Campbell, and nearly all of their
married life has been spent in Maine,
REDUCTION
REDUCTION
where Mr. Crane has been prominent
Miss
Madeline
Bird
returns
to
her
in his own denomination, and as
SALE
SALE
State President, and also Field Sec teaching duties in Trenton, N. J., High
School
Monday,
motoring
there.
retary, of the Maine Christian En1 deavor Union
Capt. George W. Snow arrived in
A bounth.,1 anniversary dinner will
Rcckiand early in the week from
be served, after which letters will be
Miami for a month's stay with his
read from Miss Fannie P. Crane of
family.
Hollywood, Calif., Mrs. Mery Stark
2
of
Waterville
and
Dr.
Oeorge
R.
*
I
Mrs Arthur S. Littlefield with Mrs.
Campbell of Augusta the only one
1 Mary Newell, Mrs. Jane Bird and Mrs.
I now living who were present at the
W. O. Fuller (were luncheon guests
wedding in 1877,
Thursday at Poland Spring.
Mr. Crane ’till give from memory,
Janies Whitcomb Riley's "An Old' Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wheaton and
Sweetheart cf Mine.” Toward the
Miss Mildre d Gillette of Lexigton,
close of the i>oem at the proper mo
•
7
••
Mass, are occupying a cottage at
ment, Mrs. Crane appears as the
Holiday Beach for a week.
“Living Presence" of the sweetheart
cl long ago, cf vh.'.m the poet has
VINALHAVEN
been singing, : no lt gi eeted with
"eagerness and rapture.'
Getting along in years, but hale and
Mrs. Leslie Stinson of Camden
Relatives and friends had been re passed last weekend with her daugh
MANTLE CLOCKS
KITCHEN CLOCKS
Hotpoint Automatic
happy — awaiting that diamond
quested by Mr. and Mrs. Crane to ter Mrs. Fritz Johnson.
Iron,
$7.95
wedding
Assorted Colors
$6-75
9.95 Telechron,
kindly potpone sending gifts until the
General
Electric
Kitchen
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone and • Miss Doris Borgerson who has been
Rev. W. J. Hutchison of Cleveland.
4.75 Waltham,
$3-75
6.95
70th, or diamond anniversary, when
9.95 Telechron,
daughter Janet motored to Cornish ’ spending the summer in Bristol, has The celebration will be a quiet Infor
Ohio, will preach at Union Church
Clock,
3.90
perhaps diamonds will be cheaper
mal,
family
affair,
the
relatives
being
4.95
Telechron,
3.95
7.50
9.95
Telechron,
yesterday to spend the weekend'
at the 11 o’clock service Sunday.
Regular list price $11.90
returned home.
too widely scattered to permit many J than they are now
holiday with relatives.
There will be special selections by
3.95 Telechron,
3.50 Your Special Price $8.95 5.95 Hammond,
4.50
Many cards of greeting and con-, the choir Mrj Eve|yn Hall wlu be
to be present.
Miss Barbara McBeath has returned
4.95
General
Electric
3.95
It
was
while
a
young
pastor
at
gratulatlon
are
being
received
6.75
Telechron,
5.75
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd was hostess
at the organ. The members of the
to Kirksville. Mo., after spending the
to the Thursday Auction Club this
choir and organist will go Sunday to
5.95 Penwood,
2.95
6.95 Telechron,
5.95
summer with her mother at Crescent
INGRAHAM
week at the Damon farm in Warren,
Dr. and Mrs. Burton E. Flanders
Mrs. Eliza Cousins suffered a para Rockport, where they will sing at
Beach.
at picnic dinner and cards.
will leave Sunday for a week's vaca lytic shock at her home on McLeod the evening service of the Methodist
KITCHEN CLOCKS
street last Saturday. She is being Church of which Rev. N. F. Atwood
Ivory with Red or Green Borders
Mr and Mrs. C. Churchill Wahle and tion ln Canada.
GLASS FACE CLOCKS
The Afghan Club motored to Jef
cared for by her daughter, Mrs Abbie is pastor. Rev. Mr. Atwood Is a for
son Albert who have been guests of
ASSORTED CLOCKS
2.98, reduced to 1.98
ferson for a picnic at the Jefferson
Blue and Black
Odiam.
mer
pastor
of
Union
Church
of
this
Mrs. Elmer Marston of Portland,
- , . .
,
,
,
,, ' Mr and Mrs. George E. McLaughlin,
Lookout, in place of a regular weekly
, ®
.
$3.95
4.95 Telechron,
town.
.
_
, , ,
,
' left yeaterday for their home in was the guest of relatives in this
5.25 Gen. Electric, $4.25
meeting. The wonderful view from
u
MTs.
David
Rubenstein
returned
last
4.25 Telechron,
3.25
., .
. ,
..
, .,
.
Detroit, Mich., planning to make a city Thursday.
Mrs. William Bassett and niece of
REMINDER CLOCKS
the tower and inspection of the stanight from New York, accompanied
5.50 General Electric 4.50
. ..
brief visit with Mr. Wahle s parents
Camden were recent guests of Mrs.
2.39
2.95 Telechron,
Combination Clock and Timer
tion occupied the afternoon.
„ .. „
toy her daughter, Helen, who arrived
_____
| in New York. "Buddy" Wahle is
4.95 General Electric 4.25 Colors, Red. Ivory, Green, Black
Carrie Fifield.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ranlett re
Tuesday on the Aquitania, after trav
2.95
3.95
Telechron,
$5.95 and $4.45
Wednesday proved a most memor- j called back early for football practice turned Thursday from an extended eling in Europe for nine weeks.
Mrs. Elliot Hall had as guests last
4.25 General Electric 3.50
able day for Mrs. Mattie Nutt who at University of Detroit, where he motor trip to New York, Ohio and
weekend Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Stiles,
reduced to $4.95, $3.45 3.50 Westinghouse . 2.50
Is slowly convalescing from a broken enters upon his junior year Local Canada. At Columbus they attended
Brooks Cousins of Northeast Har son Allan and daughter Faye of Chi
2.95
3.95 Telechron,
the National Convention of Spanish bor is in the city, called by the illness cago Mrs. Stiles and Mrs. Hall were
hip at Knox Hospital. It was her , fans W*H be Pu"ln? for hlm
ALARM
CLOCKS
3.95
4.95 Telechron,
War Veterans and “took in" the of his mother. Mrs. Eliza Cousins.
room-mates at Bates College.
birthday anniversary and in celebra-,
INGRAHAM
Mrs W. W. Graves and Miss Ann Great Lakes Exposition at Cleveland.
tion of the event there gathered at [
5.95
Twin
Face,
3.00
4.95
Telechron,
$3.95
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Sanborn
of
STRIKING CLOCKS
Blackington entertained at a delight- They then went to Buffalo. N. Y„ for
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Russell returned
her hospital room all her chilrdren
4.50 Westinghouse, 2.95 Beautiful Case. Pleasing Chimes 5.95 Westinghouse, 3.75
ful luncheon-contract. Wednesday, at ! the V.F.W. convention. Mrs. Ranlett; today Irom a week's visit at Weld Portland have been visiting relatives
and grandchildren, bearing such
the past week.
their home, honoring Mrs. Mabel
4.95 General Electric 3.75
4.95 General Electric 3.95
6.95, reduced to $5.95
tokens of love as one brings on such ; Fenn of Newport, R. I. Honors were j having the distinction of being the | Lake,
Betty Dearborn and John Dearborn
first woman from Maine to register.
occasions, even to tho all-essential j
awarded Mrs. Fenn, guest prize. -Mrs. (Incidentally she was also the 7th
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Buffum are of Meriden. Conn., were guests Wed
gleaming birthday cake. By mail
I George Reed Mrs. E. F. Glover, Mrs woman to register in the United j spending the holiday weekend at nesday of their uncle, Charles Web
and messenger came greetings and
ster.
, W. W. Spear. Mrs. B. B Smith and States at the S.W.V.) They wit- j Bethel Inn.
106&108
gifts of remembrance from friends
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle and son I
Mrs. Harriet Frost. Out of town nessed a big league game at Detroit.
------far and near. To this the Knox
guests were Mrs. Percy Dodge, Mal going then to Canada via Ontario,! Mrs
E- Edward£ wai hostess who spent the summer at the home of
nurses added acts of thoughtfulness
den, Mass, Mrs. Emily Trundy, and thence to the Catskill Mountains, it0 a Picnic SUPP" Party Thursday Mr and Mrs. Clinton Teele, went
even beyond ( their always kindly
Sharon, Mass., Mrs. Walter Bow, which they describe as "a beautiful | at her Ash Point cottage. Dr. and Wednesday to their home in Phila- Haven takes place this afternoon at the Trio Classique. returned Thurs
habit.
day to Philadelphia.
her home.
j Belmont, Mass.. Mrs. George Reed, sight." Returning to the states they Mrs. Everett C. Herrick of Newton delphia.
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Theological
School
were
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clark and son
Northport.
Mrs.
Philip
Howard.
NewMr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
V.
Shields
Andover
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond King and
made stops in Waterbury. Conn, and
A benefit bridge was given Wed-1
Walter Koch who were at the Fifield went Friday to North Weymouth, Vernon and Miss Theodora Northrup
nesday night, by Miss Louise McIn York. Mrs. Ross Wilson, Upper Brookline. Mass. , the mileage on guests.
of Belhalla. N. Y„ are visiting Mrs.
Darby,
Penn.,
and
Mrs.
Hugh
Bain,
bungalow the past week, have re Mass.
tosh. at the home of her brother,
reaching home being exactly 2820.
Mrs. Frank W. Fuller returned this
|
Mrs. O. V. Drew is spending the Clark's sister, Mrs. William Spear.
turned to East Orange. N J.
Charles Mclfftosh, Clarenden street, Riverside. Calif.
Niagara Falls was a place of great
morning from Newcastle where she
•
•
•
»
Mrs. L. R. Smith entertained Wed- ! weekend with relatives ln Belfast.
for St. Peters Church. Five tables'
interest, as were also the “Bridge of
Mrs. Gladys Thomas and daugh
has been visiting her daughter. Mrs.
Methodists Present Play
were ln play, honors going to Mrs.
Peace" (where the toll was $1.00) and
nesday
night at a family dinner party.
ter. Miss Ruth Thomas, are guests
Wyman Foster, through the week.
Dr. Walter P. Conley ■will be at his
“
The
Old Peabody Pew" presented
Elmer Teel Mrs. Herbert Kalloch.
the Father Coughlin Shrine at Royal
Miss Rebecca Duncan returned ,
of Mrs. Ralph Curtis, at her summer
Vinalhaven office from the arrival of Thursday at the Methodist Church
Mrs. Henry Jordan, Miss Flora
Cak. Mich. The weather continued
Mrs
Rodney
Weeks
and
son
James
Wednesday from a visit with friends
„
... ...
. .. i home at Sandy Point, for the weekthe beat Wednesday, Sept. 8, p. m„ i was an even greater success than
very warm the entire trip, with an have gone by motor to Detroit where in Rockland.
t end and holiday.
until Its departure Thursday after was anticipated and won the hearty
especially high temperature in New- James enters school. Mrs. Week, is
Harold Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hall has as
noon.—adv.
applause of the large audience. The
York.
returning next week for the month.
1 Mrs. Hester Chase and Mrs. Choris
visitors Mr. and Mrs. John Schillings
Members of W.I.N. club were en
cast
was well chosen each seeming
Jenkins entertained members of
of Williamsport, Pa., and Mrs. Edith
tertained at the Ma Belle Beauty
particularly well adapted to his or
ROCKPORT
(E.FA. Club Wednesday at- picnic
Bralz and sons Robert and Donald
Shop, Thursday night, with Miss
her part. Old fashioned costumes
dinner at the Chase farm. At the
of (Renovo. Pa.
Margaret Nutt as hostess. High
were worn. The proceeds will be
card game in the afternoon, bridge
Mr. and Mrs James Hall qf Boston
The Ballard Business School will
scores went to Mrs. Vera French.
used by the church choir for the
honors were won by Mrs. Hattie Da
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. open Tuesday. A new member will
Mrs. Florence Knowlton and Mrs.
purchase of music.
.
vies, Mrs. Chase, Mrs. Adelaide But
Henry Wilson.
be added to the faculty this year. E.
Phyllis Norton.
Mrs. Doris B. Graffam, was the
man and Mrs. Annie Collamore.
Miss Hope Greenleaf of Portland is Maynard Graffam, who will serve as
efficient coach of the cast which
at
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf's on a visit. sub-master and athletic coach. Mr
Miss Barbara Bodman is a patient | Miss Beryl Borgerson. who has
featured: Mrs. Susie Auspland as
Misses Isabelle Maxwell and Nancy Graffam is a graduate of Rockport
in Knox Hospital, where she recent- J been spending two weeks' vacation
Mrs . Baxter, the minister's wife;
Maxwell and Carolyn Harris of Phila High and Castine Normal School and
ly underwent a tonsil operation.
■ with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Allan
Mrs. Orra Burns, president of the
delphia are spending the week at has taught at Liberty and Milo. He ls
Dorcas Society; Mrs. Dorothy Crock
------1 Borgerson. at Owls Head will recamp Lookout, Shoe Acres.
the son-in-law of the Business School
Ellis A. Mills and Charles Sundberg
ett. wife of Deacon Miller, the sexton;
turn Sunday, to the Peter Bent
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf returned principal. Nellie Ballard.
of New York are spending two weeks ! Brigham Hospital, Boston.
Miss Helen Upham, as Mrs. Sargent,
Monday from Portland.
vacation with Mr. Mills’ mother. Mrs.
Dana A. Sherer spent Sunday with a village historian; Mrs. Beatrice
Mr. and Mrs. William Fraser and his son Lester on North Haven.
Frank Clark, Fulton street.
Miss Lena Orff of Lawrence Mass,
Richards, the Widow Buzzell, willing
children Robert and Lois who have
and Mrs. Clara Orff of Jefferson were
Miss. Elizabeth Westmoreland and take a second risk; Mrs. Amy Miller,
Mrs. Carl Christoffersen enter
bene at Mrs. Frank Mullen's, re
j visitors Thursday in this city.
mother
who have been occupying thc as Mrs. Brewster, who ls no lover of
tained at a dinner party Thursday
turned Monday to Germantown. Pa.
men; Mrs. Elizabeth Libby as Mrs.
night with Mrs. E. Carl Moran Jr.
Let the shop that is your guide use the same
Miss Isabelle Fraser returned Mon “Wee Hoosle” during the summer re Sharp, quick of speech, sound of
Alice and Betty Pinkerton, who
turned
Friday
to
Philadelphia.
good taste and flair for style for your Iitjle daugh
as honor guest.
day to Quincy, Mass.
have been spending the summer with
heart; Miss Ruth Miller, as Miss
ter. z\ permanent before she starts the school year
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Salisbury ano
Miss Mabel Kamm of Boston is
relatives in Southport and Dresden
Nancy
Wentworth, who has waited
A jolly party was given recently at
will keep her hair neat and trim for months. Here,
Mrs. Effie Salisbury are passing thc
guest of Mr. and (Mrs. E. L. Glidden.
Mills, have returned home.
for her romance ten years; Roland
the home of Mrs. Joseph Day by Miss
in this Salon, our children's hair experts know
weekend
and
holiday
with
Mr
and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown of Bos
Richards, as Justin Peabody, sole
Barbara Bodman and Miss Dorothy , Miss Rose Malburg is spending the
•heir stuff.'
ton are spending a vacation in town. Mrs. Benjamin L. Greenlaw ln living claimant to the old Peabody ,
Black. Refresrr.ents were served. The week in Sargentville. the guest of
Portland.
Miss Gertrude Vinal returned Sat
Pew; reader. Ernest Crockett.
guests, Rose Athearn. Toppy Bird,Mar Miss June Chatto.
SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
urday from Portland.
Miss Beulah Lewis and Miss Oreengaret Shute, Albert Barlow, Laura
Mrs. Albin Johnson and daughter wood of Worcester, Mass., were re
Ol’R REGULAR
Sylvester, Sylvia Hayes. Ruth Pack
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Dolaher
Eloise, who were recent guests of cent guests of Mrs. Nllie Morton.
S5.C3 PERMANENT WAVE FOR
ard, Lawrence Cole, Billy Bicknell, who have ibeen,guests of Miss Eliza
Few who write to the newspa
Mr. and Mrs. John Wentworth, have
Mrs. Thurston Spear and children
per realize that thirty llnss will
Gordon Burgess, Kent Glover and beth Donahue, returned yesterday to
returned to Monson.
have returned from a month’s visit
secure a hundred readers, while
Clarence Peterson.
' their home in East Boston.
Mr. and ,Mrs. Sidney Wilson and with her parents ln New Ycrk
half a column secures one.
daughter Barbara of Portland are
Miss Ardelle Hookins, a member of
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Brown
Mrs. Hazel B Atwood goes tonight
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson.
and their guests, Mr. and Mrs. Wil to Portland for the weekend and
AND BARBER SI
Mrs. Isaac Calderwood went Wed
liam Welch of Sharon. Mass, have 1 holiday.
nesday to Lafayette. Ind.. where Mr.
284
W
MAIN
ST.
RH0NE826
ANDY DEVINE
returned from a motor trip to Saint
MONDAY AND
Calderwood has employment. Her
TEL.
Mr. and Mrs. Anson Newhall and
John's, N. B. They visited relatives
ROCKLAND. HE.
MARY CARLISLE
daughter, Mrs. Henley Garner, went
sons Junior and David, arrived Friin St. Martin's, N. B.
TUESDAY
409
William
Frowley lay Htldtd
Sunday to Denver, Col.
j day from Lynn, Mass, to spend the
Samuel S. Hindi Williom Henry
Mrs. Annie (Drew of Somerville,
Oi'Kttd by Iheedere Red
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice C. Bird weekend with relatives in this city.
Mass., is guest of her sister, Mrs.
and family of Winchester. Mass., arc
THE UNFORGETTABLE HIT!
Susan Hopkins.
NOW PLAYING
spending a few days at Spruce Head , Mrs. Eda Post. Mrs. Alice Kaler.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Boman
re

’ and Mrs. Anna Brazier as hostesses.
“NEW FACES"
turned Friday to Lisbon Falls. They
with
By invitation of John Cochran ■ entertained 17 members of Opporhave been at the home of relatives in
JOE PENNER
Chapter, the fall meeting of the I tunity Class Thursday night at the
town for the past week.
Maine Daughters of the American! First Baptist Church, Mrs. Post
CAMDEN, MAINE
Mrs. Gertrude Gavaza and son Earl
Revolution will be held at Belfast leading the Scripture reading. For
of Melrcse, Mass., were recent visitors
Sept. 16, at 10.30 a. m., daylight time,! the month of August 44 calls were
at the home of Mr.s. Mary L Arey.
in the First Church Federated. Meet- reported. The nominating commitRnekiand
Tel. 892
TUESDAY
Miss Eliza Patterson who lias been
ing of the State Executive Board at tec appointed consisted of Mrs. Ada
Matinee 2. Evening 6.45 and 8.45.
in
town
for
the
summer
vacation,
ls
10 a. m. A chicken dinner will be Prescott. Mrs. Winnie Keller and Mrs.
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45.
leaving Sunday for a visit with rela
ROBERT TAYLOR
served at noon in the Parish House. Evelyn Crockett.
Mrs. Elizabeth
tives in Rockland before returning
Make reservations by Saturday, Sept, Williamson, program chairman, prePEGGY WOOD
to Somerville, Mass., to teach.
ll, with Miss Bertha Whitten, 24 sented Mrs. Lorna Pendleton in vocal
A
utility
shower
was
given
Thurs

Congress street. Belfast. Overnight solos and Mrs. Elv|e Wooster in
MARY CARLISLE
also
day night for Miss Emma Vinal by
reservations may be made with Miss readings, refreshments being served
4 CONCH IT A MONTENEGRO
.
’
ROGER IMHOF
Mrs. Aubrey Ames at her home
Whitten. Five minutes will be al at the conclusion. A birthday party
/
jj
Produced by Sol M. Wurtiel
Thirty friends were present and Miss
lowed each State Officer and State for members and their families will
greeted by D«yI4 Bullet
Vinal received many beautiful and
Chairman to outline the work for the be held the latter part cf the month.
F
Bdied on phy"Mtrrf
b/turh
useful gifts. Sandwiches, cake and
year. Year Books and Book Plates Mrs. Williamson being in charge of
Shows at 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
punch were served. Miss Vinal's mar
will be on sale. Consult your Chan refreshments. The mite boxes are
GENE AUTRY in “ROOTIN’ TOOTIN’ RHYTHM’’
TCXDAY
riage
to Ronald Gillis of North
ter regent fpr further details,
I due at this tlWS,

CLOCKS

From now until Monday, September 13, we are offer
ing electric clocks of all kinds for all purposes at
prices that represent genuine savings
These clocks are regular stock items, not “special sale”
items. We wish to reduce our stock. To do this
we are offering you real savings

Look them over in the window and in the store
Compare the price tags and see your sdvings

All Sales Final

Sale Definitely Closes on Sept. 13

$3.00

PARK©

The Comique Theatre

IDYANDY

LOUIS FARR FIGHT PICTURES
JACK OAKIE in “SUPER-SLEUTH”

BUV^

wuhtoos

EvSry-OtKer-Day
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THREE GREAT MASTERS
EALM OF

M

USIC

Barrere, Salzedo and Britt Names To Conjure
With At Camden Concert

AUT0 TRAGEDIES

Maine’s Good Showing Last
Month — Some Timely
Advice

the victims of “sudden death.” The
exceptionally fine work that has been
done by the schoolboy patrols it is
hoped will continue and do more good
and I would urge that school boy pa
trols be set up ln every school in the
State of Maine, both in city and
rural areas.
The general public believes that the
most callous motorist would not claim
the right to take chances with the
lives of our little children, yet. attention must be drawn to the fact
that 5000 little boys and girls of
school aae were killed in automobile
accidents last year and one-half ot

THE NIAGARA ROLLS ON
looked with covetous eyes upon sev
eral souvenirs, but the proprietress
j the mission of Rev. Robert Hull and the waiter looked with suspicious
Thornton, D.D. in 1833.
eyes upon me, so the souvenirs are
Trees Are Scarce
still there. We were shown through
It was great fun that Saturday several rooms and would not have
motoring along the upper shores of ( missed the visit for the world.
(Continued in Tuesday's issue)
Lake Ontario, with the sun breaking
through the clouds, and ample
SAFETY OF CHILDREN
chance to drink in (the scenery. We
1 noted the absence of groves, wood-I
——
, lands and forests. The only trees aren.,_*. s’hould Carefully Consider It
(Continued from Page One)

The month of August showed a re
markable increase in automobile fa
ij Gladyi Si. Clair Htiitad
talities ln the State of Maine.
(By Gladys St. Clair Heistad)
. “Believe Me If AU Those Endearing
Fifteen lives were saved over the
Music devotees of this section of Young Charms." and two (mall bits
The winter radio season will soon ' There is such a fine fraternal spirit.1 Maine whether, resident or from the from his own pen' a tantalizing same month last year when 29 human
lives were snuffed out by automobiles.
be in full swing Already the fore- This was manifest in its full form ______ __ ,_ _______ _________1 glimpse and a lively mar,'a.
summer colonies, were privileged to i
To date exactly 100 lives have been
most broadcasting seasons have an-' Tuesday night, with spirited singing
I Barrere too. has had n notable
With School Soon To Open
nounced some of their most outstand-1 led by Dr. Harold Jameson, witty | sit at the feet of three great masters | career Born in Bordeaux, „
France. taken on our streets and highways. the people killed during this past, which we saw lined the highways
was graduated from ihe Paris People who, in all probability never month ln motor vehicle accidents cr furnished shade for the residences.
ing offerings. For example, we note remarks by Camden's president, Rev.! ln music Wednesday night, when
With school re-opening soon, par
from the Columbia System that the > Winfield Witham. and general good Georges Barrere. Carlos Salzedo. and Conservator,’, still in his teens, hav- dreamed of being killed in an auto- | here in the State of Maine were I spoke of this feature to Mr Olds ,
prepared to give everv
1927-38 season of the "Fore Sunday humor on all sides. Mrs. Mary Horace Britt were presented at the 1 ing won the premier prix in flute. He
U U
.
/ Children of school age
This brutal
"If you had gone inland 100 miles
iuoula De P^pared to give every
mobile accident at the beginning of, enuaren oi scnooi age
Evening Hour" reopens its weekly Lcuise Curtis Bok. who was honor Camden Opera House in Joint recital has had outstanding success in his
w
fact must stab at the heart of every you would have seen plenty of for- consideration to the safety of their
bicadcasts on Sept. 12. fron. 9 to 10 guest, offered brief but most charmvarious appearances and association.. the year. Before this year is over mother and father readng this column ests •• he
children, according to a statement
ne cnid
said
lor flute, harp'and cello. There were
For the initial concert Jose Iturbi., ing remarks, the entire company risas soloist, teacher and composer. He many more lives are to be sacrificed | today. Now that children are going [ Passing through Bowmanville we issued recently by the Safety Educanoted pianist-conductor, will direct ing to pay tribute to this gracious unique features. For example, the made ft dlst,nc, contribution to the At the present time no one knows , back t0 sch0ol, motorists should take [saw a cemetery which had many fine t,ona, Department of The ^,tna
. the 75-piece orchestra and the chorus lady I might add, too. that the at- combination of flute, harp and cello ' music of this country when he who it will be but the public should every possible precaution when driv-1 monuments, and gold leaf was liber-'
s
wd.
Annie nrch.M.
I <—•
S"'">
anri John Charles Thornes has been tractive gowns of the feminine con-; js unusual, the program was ex- founded the Barrere Little Symphony ,Win
—__________ - ___
used.
Apple
orchards
Zone" laws, lest one of those innocent scarce, and ft was rare to see apples! After a summer of play and recrechi sen to be the first guest soloist tir.gent added gay color to the scene.1 tremejy unhackneyed in content, and Orchestra, the flrst of its kind. His
while driving and use extreme care I little lives be marked up against j offered for sale on the wayside atlon, children in their formative
as ht was last year Iturbi will conMr. Bok made it possible for the , ______ .
playing
has
ethereal
beauty,
yet
does
every number was imbued with ar- , "
duct for the flrst eight weeks, then Curtis String Quartet to offer a
__________
.. In
__________
| not
lack body.
its scope, it _
is vel- when they are walking on the high ' them.
j 'stands. Newtonville has an elaborate , years are apt to grow careless of the
Eugene Ormandy will wield the baton grrup. The artists playing from an tlstrV ot the most exquisite nature. yety lusclous smooth, glowing, in ways. they may be the next victims.
Sgt. Francis J. McCabe.
soldiers' monument. Peterborough ls safety lessonfi ,earned frQm the preyl.
Motorists are displaying a great Director, Highway Safety Division. an industrial center.
fer the next eight weeks, up to Dec. impromptu platform made by plac- The quiet, yet gracious dignity of gratiating with remarkaolb tone conous school term, and each parent
26. Alexander Smallens und Fritz ing tables together were at their best Barrere, Salzedo and Britt made its trol His manner of projection has a deal more care when driving ln the j
Maine State Police.
Walk To the Left
should
do his part toward refreshing
Reiner follow, with Iturbi and Or- in Haydn's Quartet in D Major, own appeal; one recognized at once gracjOus appeal in its ease. The Faure daytime, but night drivingaccidents
The highways in Ontario are plainrnandy closing the series next April Opus 20. No. 4-Allegro di molto. that they are great artists, devoted number showed to' advantage hls wide have increased because of the fact
ly marked, and it did me good to read tbelr ,nlnds a"d ‘mpressing them with
RADIO MUSICAL TREATS
Pcco adagio con variazione. Menu-, to thelr art.
a sign which said: "Walk to the left' the Proper safct>' mea*ures t0 be en>and May.
grasp of the flute and its technique that people are over-driving their
In view of the International renown and recalled many times his encores head-lights and taking undue risks F|ve FamoUs C(>in|>0(litions To Be , and face traffic." I have tried t0 i P^d in crossing streets, using playThe imposing list of guest artists etto allazingarese. Presto scherzoso;
who will follow Thomas on succes- the Largo sostenuto movement of the three artists justifiably enjoy, it continued to demonstrate hls prowess. at night. Figures show that 79 per-;
stress that campaign for a number of gT°und "lament, playing strenuous
Heard Beginning Sunday
..
„ „a vivid experience to hear cent of the people killed in motor
slve Sunday nights reads lik? a Smetana's Quartet "From My Life;" vas amazing that the Opera House
, , years, but right here in Knox Count,
°ther aCtlVU1“ ‘n
It __
was
• Who's Who" of music, ln their or- and arrangements of two English was not packed to the doors. How- Salzedo in the role of pianist, al vehicle accidents this month w-ere'
The world premieres of five musical
many
whQ continue | which injuries or accidents are likely
dei oi appearance these include:
folk songs. “Drink To Me Only With ever, the enthusiasm and admiration though a glimpse of his talent in this killed in the late afternoon and early works will be performed for the ra- [0 disregard their own safety, and t0 occurSept. 19: Amparo Iturbi. pianist. Thine Eyes" and "Molly on the of those present made up to some de- line was given in his impeccable ac evening hours. Thus, -we see fatal dio audience this month in a series of the rules of the road. I hope their. 11
pointed out by Aetna's Safety
Sept. 26: Richard Crooks, tenor. Shore." The Haydn Quartet is one gree forthe empty
seats, far too companiments for Barrere. Salzedo accidents at the peak, the worst hours concerts beginning Sunday.
The families never have occasion to re- XiTot ^Je XnU^ saZj
being between 4 p. m. and 8 p. m.
Oil 3: Kirsten Flagstad, soprano, of the great composer's happiest and manyThe program was;
gave a remarkable rendition of his
1 gret it.
Motorists should use great care dur I compositions are:
Oct. 10. Lucrezia Bori. soprano; Oct. brightest, even in the Adagio move
I
At Port Hope, a town of 5000 popu instruction for children, it is only
Pietro Locatelll own compositions, extremely modern ing these hours to insure their safety
17 Lauritz Melchior, tenor Oct. 24: ment which shines :n exquisite Trlo-Son»t*.
"Tryptich'
’
written
for
soprano
Andante—81clll»no—Allegro
ln structure. The former with its
lation we were interested to see that through the proper co-operation of
and the safety of others.
! and strings by Vittorio Giannini.
Lotte Lehmann, soprano. Oct. 31: beauty as the variations revolve Pieces en concert.
strong
dissonances
and
warring
har

the Lions Club was holding a street parents that such instruction can
3idu Sayao. soprano Nov. 7: Jascha around the theme That portion of I
Tlmide—LTndltcrete^-1T»mt>eurln»,U
In view of the fact that during the
“
Lucrece
Suite."
by
Deems
Taylor.
monies left one rather bewildered, yet
fair. This service club is evidently achieve its fullest benefit. “Safety
present month, vast numbers of our
Heifetz, violinist. Without naming the Smetana Quartet stands out as i
Barrere—s^zedo—Britt
lessons well learned during school
"Movement For Strings," by strong in Canada.
fascinated. The second number was j
children will be returning to school, | Charles Naginski.
dates, the remaining artists will be: one of the finest bits of playing the Adagio and Allegro from Sonata
one of the grandest bits of descrip
They have picnics up there to the years will not only help children to
accident prevention measures are be
Betty Jaynes, soprano; Gladys Swart- Quartet has done this summer, and , No- 8 ln A
BrJ^181 Boccherlnl
tive writing that could possibly be
northward
and we saw one happy look out for themselves while attend"Unfoldment," by John Warren
lli; taken to insure their safety.
hout. mezzo-soprano; Lawrence Tib- it was delightful to hear the familiar
(with harp accompan.menti
done. The burst of sound signalling Cross-walks are being painted on the j Erb.
! group thus engaged. A few rods school, but will also help them to
belt baritone: Nino Martini tenor; English folk songs-the former with The Harmonious Blacksmith (Air
safeguard against accidental injury
the advent of fhe New York followed highways to allow the children to
"Concerto For Piano and Orches- away an overheated motorist was ln later life." this Department advises.
Hepizabah and Yehudi Menuhin, its beautiful singing tones (can one j with Variations)
repairing a tire. That was not a pic
George Friedrich Handel by the sound of chimes and ringing cross safely. Better safety rules and tra," by Anis Fuleihan.
pianist and violinist: Ezio Pinza, forget that lovely passage with the irt<iesenee
The imperative need for adequate
nic.
of bells—it was all there, and more
regulations regarding school buses
The works will be performed by an
baritone; Sigrid Onegin, contralto; viola carrying the air and the violins
Carlos Salzedo
safety instruction among school chil
Whirlwind
In the audience which contained carrying children have been formu- orchestra made up of men from the
Marie Dressler's Birt’iplaer
Robert Cassadesus. pianist; Richard and cello softly supporting?), and
Carlos Salzedo
dren is stressed by the following fig
Intermission
many representative musicians from jated. Warning signs are also being New York Philharmonic Symphony.
Crooks, tenor; Elizabeth Rethberg. the latter with its Jollify, dancing
At
Cobourg a Rotary carnival was ures : Approximately 8500 school chil
— rv
soprano; Jascha Heifetz again; Mel- rhythm and muted close—and do you Fanuisle.
Gabriel Faure Camden. Rockland and other adja- placed near schools in order that mo- 1 The program will be sponsored by the in progress, but what especially dren between the ages of five and 14
ewit towns as well as notable figures torists may be warned to slow down ! Saratoga Springs authority of the caught my eye was a roadside sign lest their lives through accidents
chici again; Flagstad again; Richard know. “Molly on the Shore" is not the j
caraoi^lzedo a’the’plano
from the summer music colony, was a,« they are about to pass a school State of New York, and will be played which said: "Birthplace of Marie during the past year. Of this total, 18
Bonelli, baritone; Jose Iturbi as pian- easiest thing to play. The Quartet p-elude to Olaf Boim
noted Mrs. Calvin Coolidge who is building.
I as part of the Saratoga Spa Music Dressier." The house is now occu percent cf the accidents occurred
1st; Lily Pons, coloratura soprano; had a most appreciative, audience Brea,kb‘"* requesv^CartM ^salzedoi
I visiting friends at
Saturday Cove Teachers should inform their pupils Festival. They will be broadcast over pied as a tea room—a place of much within school buildings. 17 percent on
Nelson Eddy, baritone; and John putting to rout the old belief many '
for pianoi
I While the concert
is history now of the dangers of unsafe practices WPZ-NBC.
Charles Thomas again.
cling to that the stern business man ;
Carloa^Saizedo
refinement. Not that we were hun school grounds, 7 percent on the way
the
memory
of
it
will
linger longas hitching rides, standing on the
Gianini’s "Tryptich" will be played gry. but because we wanted to visit to or from school, and the remaining
It will be the fourth season for the has no place for good music in his Children's Corner.
Claude Debussy
by Carlo.
Sa.zedo
harp with those prM;eged t<) hear it. and sides of automobiles, playing in roads, at 5 p. m Sunday.The compositions
Ford Sunday Evening Hour which program of life.
| (Tranacnbed
flute atld 'cello,
from the
Planofor
Suite*
the house where my favorite motion 53 percent elsewhere. Figures Indi
is- tear
•....
• • •
DoctorLullaby
Oradus
ad Parnassum
Jumbo's the hope is strong to have the group riding bicycles and the like in order by Taylor. Naginski and Erb will be picture comedienne first saw light
la.
year was
was voted
totea thp
tne "hesr
oes, musical
musica.
—Serenade
for the —Doll
cate that the most dangerous places
back another summer. The pro- that they may become safety con- played at 9 30 p m Sept. 1 and at of day. we entered and ordered a within schccl buildings are vocational
program" on the air by the Women's Another high light of the gathering ' T”* s”ow u Dancing-The Little
ceeds will go for the benefit of Cam- scious to the accident problem and 10 o'clock Sept. 11 Fulehan's work light repast,
National Radio Commi''ee and was w.lbert Snow, giving readings Oolllwog'^ Cake-walk
shops, stairways and corridors, and
den charities and the Knox County refrain from placing themselves tn a will be played with the composer at ■ Near our dining table stood a life- gymnasiums, while football is a lead
Bare
re
—
Salzedo
—
Br:-t
awarded the blue ribbon in the na- from bis own poems which he inter, position whereby they may become the piano.
The program had no one high light 1 Alumni U. Jf M. Fund.
I sized picture of the late actress. I ing cause of playground accidents.
tnn-wide radio editors polls con- spersed with his own original and
ducted by the Scripps-Howard and entertaining remarks To make an —every number was a high light, a
Iiearst newspapers.
impression, quoting his bwn words. unique occurrence in itself. The Trio ,
played as one. so perfect were shad
• • • •
Mr. Snow opened his readings with
Beginning on Wednesday. Sept. 29. "Taking Away the Banking." said ing. attack, nuances and fonal bal
end continuing weekly, the Chester- to be his best poem thus far and one ance. Never once did any one instru
field Hour (Columbia i will present a that is found in leading anthologies, ment obtrude itself undulv It may
galaxy of stars chosen from the it is one of which we never tire, be said that their work embraces
cream of vocal and instrumental ar-! Following were "The Unknown almost every phase of musicianship— '
tists of the world. Andre Koctelanetz soldier." a trifle gruesome. "Country flowlng legato, sparkling staccato adwill conduct the orchestra of more Dance" which is truly rural Maine. mlrable velocity, a sense of humor,
than 45 pieces. On the first broad- som» children's poems written for delicacy of line, atmospheric color,
cast will be John Charles Thomas his own five sans-"The Shark" in, sensitive Interpretation. The opening
with Deems Taylor, music critic and which the audience lustily joined selections demonstrated their amazcomposer, serving as commentator Wjth these words: “And under the ing equipment in a noble manner.
The projection of the Rameau
and master of ceremonies for the new piace where he had no chin. The
series. The programs will be classical, shark was a-tuckin' of his napkin in," pieces was most happy and eloquent,
ln nature and emphasis will be placed and "The Giant and The Whale." and the Debussy Suite, expertly trancn the performance of American There were others, too. speaking to scribed by Salzedo from the piano
vorks A large chorus will be added us of Maine. Mr. Snow s native State suite, presented pieces of fascinatin8 contrast, with the deiicacy of
tn the program from time to time to which he loves with a real love.
A glimpse from one of Mr. Snows The Little Shepherd topped off with
supplement the musical activities of
the guest stars and orchestra.
poems—“made gooseflesh on my spirit the fantastic and intriguing Golli
wog’s Cake-walk, a veritablr picture
Artists signed for the series include stand." Isn't that grand?
Jose Iturbi Nino Mareini, Elizabeth
Fascinating me at the last Sunday's of prancing grotesque figures of im
Rethberg. Albert Spalding (violin), concert at the Captain Eell's Boat agination. Recalled many times, one
I ucrezia Borgi. Bidu Savao. Jascha j Barn was Mrs. Oakley, a talented of their encores was a subtle arrangeHeifetz. Lotte Lehmann '.^io Pinza, artist, who. sitting next to me, drew ment of the beautiful Negro spiritKirsten Flagstad. Rose Bampton thumbnail sketches of the Curtis ual. "Deep River."
(soprano). Lily Pons.
String Quartet members and Felix
Britt, born of Belgian parents at
• • • •
Salmond who was collaborating on
Those who heard Ezra Rachlin, the program The cleverest sketches. Antwerp, had the benefit of a musi- j
young American pianist, at the re" too—expression, posture, truly life bits, cal background furthered by ad
cent Rockport Town Hall concert. ghe dld lhem so swiftly, so quietly. vanced study, graduating from the
will be interested to learn that he' too. One of the Quartet members Paris Conservatory with signal honors
Hc
scored a triumph in Portland City I told me that Mrs. Oakley afterward including the premier prix.
hall where he appeared as somist dur- com,->inetj them as the group, making joined Salzedo and Britt in joint
ing the Kotzschmar Organ anni\er-1 a vjvjd pictyre of the players "in recitals in 1932. following brilliant
solo appearances in many parts of
sary celebration last week. The re- ; action ••
viewer said the pianist played with
the world. His playing displays great
unusual brilliance and technique, and
beauty of tone, free from iorcing. and
I have to close on a sad note—I eloquent in shading. The Boccherthat in his final group, composed of
Rachmaninoff's "Prelude in G sharp sPeak of th« passing of Mrs. Mary i lnj
brought forth ftom the
minor." DeFalla s "Andalnza.” anc! Fiana8ari wh° heId in her heart a dayg thg 17Ws was jdea! wlth harp
Liszt's "Hungarian Rapsody No. 12,"'true Iove and appreciation of music. | accompanlment as were the encores
he displayed marked interpretative 1 first remember Mrs. Flanagan as
oriental and atmospheric style.
&
q{
ability.
Recalled enthusiastically, belonging to the Wight Philharmonic j
yegrs and Qne Qf the
Mr. Rachlin responded with “Diabolic Society and attending th- Maine ,
.
Suggestion," a modern from the pen Music Festivals—that was many years
„ most distinguished figures in the
ago when her children were small.
,
,
, . _ 4.
of Prokofiev.
.
. .
. . _ music colony, ls from the southern
I marveled at her
. .
4
It will be interesting to watch Mr. I remember
. ..
„ ... part of France. He too. is a prodand idealism and recall that
Raclilin's progress in the pianistic tcourage
u. .v . i
.I...U
uct of the Paris Conservatory, a stufield. Hardly in his 20th year, he has I caught the feeling that these musical dent in two major instruments, harp
already attracted wide attention by interludes made merry and light and piano, and carrying off highest
his great promise, and has also pro many a household task that fell to honors ln both, an unheard of rec
duced some composition of worth. her. Mrs. Flanagan always took a ord and one that has never been
This coming season he will make an keen interest in music, especially broken in the years which have
European tour followed by an exten that of the best type; always gave elapsed. His musical gifts are manysive American tour. The C irtis Insti loyal support and interest to local sided, for he excels not only as a
tute has shown confidence in Mr. musicians who were struggling to get harpist, but as a pianist, composer,
somewhere. But wasn’t her own life
Rachlin's ability in many ways.
like music—rich and full and vibrant’ transcriber, and teacher. Wednes
day’s concert afforded the people of
The Curtis String Quartet and the A minor note now and then, to be
this part of Maine their first oppor
Trio Classique also won high acclaim sure. but who can recall that she
tunity to hear Salzedo play, and it
in their Portland appearances.
saddened anyone during her living
• • • •
i days? Always like rich music she was an experience never to be for
Through the kind thought of i showered happiness, goodness, sym- gotten. Excellent harpists have been
Orlando Cole, cellist of ’he Curtis jpathy and compassion on those heard in Camden before tut their
String Quartet, my husband and I ’ around her
A brave woman, a work, fine as lt was, fades into in
were invited to the Camden Yacht gallant woman, a beautful soul—it significance when one hears Salzedo
Club Tuesday evening to hear the was a privilege to know her. and our play. Hls grasp of technique tonal
program given in conjunction with lives have been enriched by having shading, and style are beyond ex
pression. The Handel number was
Ir dies night of the combin-d Rotary her in our midst
Imbued with such flowing grace, his
Clubs of Belfast. Rockland and
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas own compositions such gems of de
Camden. It was a great delight as
well as a privilege Few organiza- cf all kinds. Power machir.: stitch- scription. Called back over and over,
tions can get together such a grand I ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn- the audience would not let him go
A rRODUCT op tide water amociated.oil company
until he had given three encores—
group of people as the Rotary Club. in& Co- 16 Willow gt.

Over this Holiday... don’t use Old-Fashioned

AY we suggest you try, over this week
end, the modern motor fuel that’s both
power and protection ... GAS ‘Hi INE. It gives
you extra service ... and so does the man who
sells it. He will check your tires, battery and
radiator ... supply you with maps and road in
formation ... He will help you better enjoy a
Happy Holiday,
THE MODERN MOTOR FUEL...ALSO AVAILABLE IN ETHYL GRADE

M

